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Abstract

Together with other European partners, Philips Research Laboratories is
working on a 2.5 Gbit/s coherent multi-channel system, the so called RENO
demonstrator. This system exists of three nodes which are connected to each
other by optical fibres. Each node transmits information on it's own wave
length to the other nodes. If one of these nodes wants to receive this informa
tion, then it's local laser must be tuned to the wavelength of that channel.

Before a 3-section DBR-Iaser can be used in the RENO, it must be character
ized. This means that the correct tuning parameters, like Bragg current, phase
current and laser temperature, must be determined for all available channels.
In order to determine these tuning points, both mode boundaries and
equilambda lines are measured. The characterization itself is done with a
limited amount of additional hardware and is performed in Forth. The
graphical representation of the results takes place in Pascal. The exact tuning
points are calculated and are stored in EEPROM's. This report also treats the
selection of new channels and the monitoring of laser degradation.

Keywords: Optical coherent multi-channel systems, tunable DBR-Iasers,
automized laser characterization, channel selection.
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1. Introduction

1.1 COBRA Project

My work at Philips Research Eindhoven was part of the European COBRA
project. One of its sub-projects is the implementation of a 2.5 Gbit/s Coherent
Multi-Channel System, the so called RENO-demonstrator in which Philips,
HHI and IMEC participate. IMEC in Gent is responsible for the hardware and
software for the control of the system. HHI in Berlin takes care of the wave
length stabilization of the transmitters and Philips is developing four 2.5
Gbit/s optical links.
These four links are distributed over three REconfigurable NOdes, as shown
in figure 1.

Node 1
Node 2

Node 3

Figure 1 I The RENO concept

Each node transmits information on it's own wavelengths to the other nodes.
If they want to receive this information, then their receiver must be tuned to
the wavelength of the transmitted channel. This coherent detection technique
will be explained further in the next paragraph.

Although not depicted in this figure, a central Management PC is available to
control and monitor the system at a high level. This PC helps the user to set
up communication and to check if everything is going well.The possibility of
rerouting information streams is one of the main advantages of this concept.
Suppose that communication takes place between Node 1 and Node 2.
Suddenly, the link is broken. The central Management PC will notice this
accident and will set-up a link between Node 1 and Node 2 via Node 3.
Note that in future applications, the number of nodes and the number of
wavelenghts per node will not be limited to the rather small numbers in this
demonstrator.
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1.2 Principle of coherent optical systems

The RENO-demonstrator uses coherent detection in order to recover the
information carrying signal in stead of direct detection. The main principles
of coherent detection will be explained with the help of figure 2.

Balanced front-end

0' E Coupler 1········································1

-l·---...........<----E-:--+-i--~ml· I '
; '---+;----t-
:~~.• •... u:

, ...l
Local Laser

Iphoto

Figure 2 : Coherent detection with a ballanced receiver

Suppose that the polarisation states of the received light and the local laser
light are angular aligned, then both light waves can be denoted respectively
by .
Es = Eoexp{j[ooot+80(t)]}(l)

E10 = EIexp{j[ooIt+8I(t)]}(2)

Eo, 000 and 8 0 represent respectively the amplitude, the angular frequency and
the rhase of the received wave. The same holds for the description of the
loca laser wave.

In a coherent receiver the received light is combined in a coupler with the
light of a local laser before it is sent to a photodiode. If two carriers with a
small frequency difference are combined, a beat signal results with a frequen
cy equal to that difference. This frequency is defined as the Intermediate
Frequency (IF).

The photocurrent is proportional to the power of the sum of the two waves.

IphotoCX: (Es + E1o)(Es + ElY

= E2
0 + E\ + 2EoEIcos[(ooO-ooI)t + 8 0(t) - 8 I(t)]

= P.o + PI + 2-v'POPIcos[(ooO-ooI)t + 8 0(t) - 8 I(t)]

= Po + PI + 2-v'POPIcos[ffirpt + 8 IF(t)](3)

Po and PI represent respectively the power of the received signal and the
power of the local laser signal.
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Equation (3) consists of three different terms. In case of zero LO power only
the term Po is left, which is equal to the direct detection current.
However, in case of coherent detection this term is neglectible compared to
the much stronger Pl. The third component, the IF-beat signal, contains all the
information of the signal, including power, phase and frequency, but con
verted to a lower frequency, so that further signal processing can be per
formed easily with electronic circuitry. So coherent detection is suitable for
digital modulation schemes like Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), Phase Shift
Keying (PSK) and Frequency Shift Keying (FSK).

Coherent detection has two advantages compared with direct detection:

1. High selectivity.

A higher selectivity is caused by the shift of the information signal from the
optical frequency domain towards a frequency band where electronic proces
sing is possible. Because electronic filters have a much smaller bandwidth
than optical filters, channels can be placed closer together and the availlble
bandwidth is used more efficiently.

2. High sensitivity.

The sensitivity advantage will be classified by a comparison of the Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) of both detection methods.
The SNR of a coherent detection system can be denoted as, [5],

(4 )

R is the responsivity of the photodiode, B the bandwidth, e the electronic
charge, Ab the intensity of the background poisson process, Ad the intensity of
the dark current process, H(O) the transfer function of the receiver at f=OHz
and cr2th the power of thermal noise at the output of the receiver.

The SNR of direct detection can be denoted as

( 5 )

In practical situations the received signal is mixed with a much stronger
signal of the local laser. If both formulas are compared, then it is clear why
coherent detection achieves a much higher sensitivity than direct detection.
Not only the dark current and the background noise are reduced by a factor
PO/PI' but also the thermal noise is suppressed by a factor PO/2PI .
So coherent systems can approach the quantum limit much closer than direct
detection systems.
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Considering the IF of the beat signal, two different cases can be distin
guished. When the local laser is frequncy-Iocked to the transmitter signal,
then the beat signal is a base band signal. This is called homodyne detection.
In case the frequency of the local laser differs slightly from the frequency of
the received signal, it is called heterodyne reception.

1.3 The RENO receiver

The coherent system which is used in the RENO, a 2.5 Gbit/ s CPFSK Hetero
dyne Polarisation Control System, is depicted in figure 3. The main parts of
this system will be shortly explained.

The transmit laser is frequency modulated (FSK) by a 2.5 Gbit/s bitstream.
The main advantage of FSK is the rather easy direct modulation by means of
the laser drive current. Although Phase Shift Keying has the advantage of a
high sensitivity, it does have many practical problems like the requirement of
external phase modulators, optical Phase Lock Loop and narrow linewidth
lasers.

Transmitter

Data In
2.5 Gbfs

1 -7Ghz
Balanced Ax

Local Laser

Delay Une
Disa-lmlnatDr

Decision
Circuit

Figure 3 : 2.5 Gbit/s CPFSK Heterodyne Polarisation Control System

In order to achieve maximum interference in the coupler, the polarisation
state of the local laser wave and the received wave should coincide. This is
accomplished by the Polarisation Control that matches the polarisation state
of both optical carriers.

The outputs of the coupler are connected to a balanced front end, which has
a flat frequency response and a low noise characteristic over the complete IF
band (1-7 Ghz).

In order to allow variations of the optical receiver input power, a variable
gain element is inserted between the front end and the frequency discrimina
tor. The discriminator input power is measured and kept constant in an
integrating loop.

An Automatic Frequency Control (AFC) controls the central IF-frequency at
1.5 Ghz by adjusting the tuning currents of the local laser.
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The modulation index M of an FSK signal is defined as the ratio between the
peak-to-peak frequency deviation M and the bitrate R. To limit the IF-band
width of the receiver this modulation index is chosen as small as possible.
However if the modulation index has a value below 2 (in the RENO M:=:0.7),
the spectra centred around the MARK and SPACE peaks, overlap considera
bly. Therefore it is not possible to recover the original baseband signal by
means of two filters.
A delay-line discriminator is needed as frequency detector which does not
only use information, contained by the frequency but also by the phase at
times ' t' and ' t-'t'. This type of modulation scheme is called Continuous
Phase Frequency Shift Keying (CPFSK).

In coherent optical systems the wavelength of the transmitter laser and the
local laser should be stabilized extremely well because the wavelength is very
sensitive to temperature changes, about 0.08 nm/K. In the RENO-receiver an
external and an internal peltier element are used to stabilize the temperature
within 0.1 degrees Kelvin. This results in a maximum drift of the optical
frequency of 1 Ghz.

1.4 Automatic characterization & tuning of the local laser

As explained in the previous sections, a certain channel is selected by tuning
of the local laser to the corresponding wavelength. A laser is tuned by
supplying the right currents to the tuning sections of the laser. But before a
laser can be used in the RENO, it should be characterized. This means that
for all four channels the tuning currents must be determined which belong to
that channel. These values are stored in a memory. If the receiver wants to
switch to another channel these so called preset currents are retrieved from
memory and are supplied to the local laser. Finally, the Automatic Frequency
Control (AFC) locks the laser to the channel, at least if the frequency differen
ce fIF is within the lock-range of the AFe.

In order to determine the correct preset currents, it is also necessary to locate
the mode boundaries of the laser. Mode boundaries are marked by a jump of
the optical output power and the wavelength of the laser. To achieve a secure
performance, the areas in the neighbourhood of these mode boundaries
should be avoided during operation.

It is clear that this labour intensive characterization work should be automi
zed as much as possible Using an important part of the results of my
predecessor M. Verberkt, [1], I have developed hardware and software for the
characterization of lasers. Besides, some procedures have been written which
can be used for channel switching and for the monitoring of laser degrada
tion.

The way, this all has been achieved, is described in this report.
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2. Tunable 3-section DBR-Iasers

Wavelength-tunable lasers are key components for Coherent Multi-Channel
systems. These lasers should offer a wide tuning range, while maintaining a
high optical output power and a narrow spectral linewidth, preferably
independent of the emitted wavelength. .
The RENO-project uses 3-section Distributed Bragg Reflector lasers, which
have been developed by the Philips Orto-electronics Centre in cooperation
with the Philips Research Laboratory, [6. A basic cross section of a 3-section
DBR-Laser is shown in figure 4.

..*Photodlod8

lQ8in Iphase Iblllgg

r

GaIn U Phue BIIIgg

t AVV'V'Wsvegu

Figure 4 : Cross section of 3-section DBR-Laser

The laser consists of a gain section and two tuning sections, named the phase
and Bragg section. The wavelength of the emitted light is tuned by injection
of current into the tuning sections. Because of this current, the number of car
riers in this section increases which leads to a decreasing refractive index
(free carrier plasma effect). This decreased refractive index results in a lower
wavelength of the emitted light. The optical power is controlled by the
current injected into the gain section.

In the upper picture of figure 5, the behaviour of the wavelength as a
function of the Bragg current is plotted. At fixed phase current, the wave
length tuning as a function of the Bragg current occurs by mode hopping,
leading to a staircase-like tuning curve. Each successive mode has a shorter
wavelength then the previous one. About 10 different modes are passed
when the Bragg current is increased from 0 to 70 rnA, with a mode spacing of
about 0,75 nm. The total tuning range is close to 8 nm.

Within a single mode continuous tuning is accomplished by varying the
phase current and, in order to keep track with the mode, by simultaneously
varying the Bragg current as well, since the modes shift towards larger Bragg
currents with increasing phase current. This is illustrated by the second
picture in figure 5 in which the results of measurements with different phase
currents are presented together. Each separate line represents a single mode
at a certain value of the phase current.

Tuning is most efficient for low phase currents, and quickly saturates at
phase currents greater than 20 rnA. This is the reason for the periodic
occurrence of sparsely and densely spaced lines.
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Figure 5 Wavelength versus Ibragg , Igain = 100mA , T = 25°C 1
Top: Iphase = OmA ; Bottom: Iphase = 0,3,6, •• , 27mA, [6].
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As mentioned before, mode boundaries not only result in discontinuities in
the wavelength but also in the power of the emitted light. To measure the
output power of the laser we use the photodiode that is available in the but
terfly package of the laser (see figure 4). In this way the power of the light,
emitted through the Bragg reflector, can be monitored. Figure 6 shows the
photocurrent as a function of the Bragg current.

5040302010
OL..-'---JL........J---l--l.---'----'----'-----'----'--'---'---'--'--....L...-.....L-..L.-.1--.l--L......JL........J--l.--l.----I

o

250

200

l
0

150
bg
0 100
+'
0

~
50

Bragg Current (mA)

Figure 6 : Iphoto versus Ibragg , T = lSoC, Igain = 70mA, Iphase = SmA.

The photocurrent appears to increase strongly if the Bragg current is varied
from 0 to 50 rnA. At the same time the fibre coupled power increases barely.
The cause of this discrepancy is the frequency dependent transmission
characteristic of the Bragg reflector which results in an increased trans
parancy. But although the photocurrent is not an exact measure of the fiber
coupled output power, it does show the discontinuities and can still be used
to determine the mode boundaries.

Of course the tuning characteristics of a laser can be visualized in many
ways. The method, shown in figure 5, offers information about the whole
wavelength range of the laser. However, in the RENO-concept only a limited
number of channels must be located. So knowledge about the entire tuning
range of the laser is superfluous.

A more convenient visualization technique is the phase-Bragg current plane
in figure 7. The mode boundaries of the laser are represented by the 'vertical'
lines. The 'horizontal' lines represents those points where the wavelength of
the local laser matches the wavelength of a specific channel, the so called
equilambda lines. In this example the equilambda lines of two channels have
been measured (channell: 1552,540 run ; channel 2 : 1552,300 nm). Both
channels have equilambda lines in two different modes.
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The position of these equilambda lines is extremely temperature dependent.
As mentioned before, a higher local laser temperature results in a higher
wavelength. This increased wavelength can only be compensated by increa
sing the tuning currents which results in a lower wavelength. The netto
effect is an equal wavelength but acquired at higher tuning currents. The
equilambda line has shifted upwards in a mode, because of this temperature
increasement.

In order to characterize a laser two questions have to be answered:

1. In which mode and at what temperature is the local laser wavelength
region equal to the wavelength region of the transmitted channels?

2. What are the tuning currents in that mode, belonging to the different
channels, while considering the distance to the nearest m09-e boundary?
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In order to answer question 1, several restrictions concerning laser tempera
ture, phase current and Bragg current should be taken into account. The laser
temperature should be kept low to avoid degradation effects and decrease of
output power at high temperatures. On the other hand, temperature should
not be too low, because this would result in large currents through the peltier
element in the butterfly package. Practice has shown that a laser temperature
between 5 and 40 degrees Celsius is suitable.
In normal operation the Bragg current is varied between 0 and 70 mA and
the phase current has a maximum of about 30 mAo
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3. LEA-DESIGN Distributed Control System

As mentioned in the introduction, IMEC in Gent is responsible for the
development of the hardware and the software, needed for the control of the
system. The basic system architecture of their distributed control system is
presented in figure 8.

Target Side Host Side

Optical plastic fiber network

Unit 2

DI/O I[§M/ROM I

t t ;;

IModule1 IModUle21 PC

Figure 8 : Distributed Control System

At the target side different microprocessor boards based on the MC86ECOOO
processors from Motorola are implemented as plug-on units. They are used to
implement real-time control tasks, as close as possible to the hardware, that
they control. In this way the system becomes modular because system intelli
gence is distributed. An interconnection network allows to add or remove
modules according to the system's needs. This network is implemented
optically in an active star topology and has a dual purpose. During develop
ment, the software for the different targets can be developed interactively on
the host system. The second purpose of the network is to allow communica
tion between targets and host.

It is important to realize that the shown architecture is just a basic version
and that the final system, which controls the entire RENO, is more elabora
ted. Node 1 and Node 2 in figure 1 will have 3 target boards (polcon,
receiver, transmitter). Node 3 needs twice as many target boards because it's
functionality is executed in twofold. The target boards of each node are
connected to a starpoint. These three starpoints are again connected to a
fourth starpoint, which is connected to the CAN-card in the Management Pc.
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The most important features of the microprocessor board are:

* Single microprocessor board based on 16 Mhz MC68ECOOO
* 16 bit wide data-bus
* 128 Kbyte ROM
* 128 Kbyte RAM
* Optical plastic fibre Control Area Network (CAN) interface
* I2C interface
* 2 rC adressable 1 Kbyte EEPROMS
* 16-bit digital input
* 16-bit digital output
* lO-bit AID-converter for 8 multiplexed input channels
* 2 quadruple 12-bit DI A-converters

Target systems that are connected to the plastic optical fibre network, are
programmable in Forth. Each board is provided with a Forth-kernel in ROM
(Le. base set of defined words). The on-board kernel allows the immediate
interpretationI compilation of native Forth source code without any prepro
cessing on the host side. Forth source code files are downloaded as long
ASCI-strings, according to the CAN-protocol. The target provides no user
interface functionality at all, since embedded systems don't require this. It
only consumes large strings and performs accordingly.

The CAN active optical starpoint is used to connect different users via the
CAN protocol. A maximum of ten users can be provided. Each connection
consists of two plastic fibres between a transmitterIreceiver module on the
target board and a receiverI transmitter module on the starpoint.

The Forth development environment is a MS-Windows application running
on a host Pc. It provides a user-interface that allows flexible programming of
the target boards in the CAN network to which the host is connected.
Simultaneously multiple targets can be accessed.

The software environment consists of two major parts:

1. The editor environment.
It provides a multiple-document interface in which a new editor
window appears for each new document. Every document is equiva
lent with a Forth source code file.

2. The on-line target window.
Each target has ifs own window on the screen. Through this window
the Forth kernel on the target presents itself in the same way as a
conventional Forth programming environment running on a PC
(Le. by the typical OK-prompt). In this way the programmer is
provided with a fully transparent, high level language link to each
target system.

The interaction between the editor environment and the on-line target
window is possible in two different ways.
The.first option is working manually in the on-line target window to specify
new word definitions or to execute existing words. The second option allows
the user to automatically download an existing Forth source code file.

18



After a successful download, the Forth system responds with a new OK
prompt in the on-line window.

The Forth system provides the programmer with a 64 Kbyte memory space
ranging from $0000 to $FFFF. The Motorola microprocessor imposes the re
striction that the 16-bit cells can only be accessed at even adresses. The area
$0000-$7FFF is used for the Forth Text Input Buffer (TIB). Downloaded source
code files are stored in this buffer, starting at the address $0000. Hence the
maximum file size, that can be downloaded at a time, is 32 Kbyte. If the file
size is larger than 32 Kbyte, then the file must be divided in smaller files that
are listed in a 'script'. By sending this script the different source code files are
automatically downloaded to the target one by one.

A part of the area $8000-$FFFF is used for the storage of executable code of
new defined words, variables and constants. The upper part of this area
remains free and can be used to store da tao

Further information about the Distributed Control System and the program
ming language Forth is present in [8] and [9] .

. 19



4. Measurement of mode boundaries

4.1 Hardware

Differentiating the measured photocurrent Ipholo is an effective way to convert
small hops to relative large spikes that create an interrupt signal.
The circuitry in figure 9 accomplishes this function. The different parts of this
circuit will be explained shortly.

IN Converter

The first stage following the monitor diode is an amplifier in which the
photodiode operates as a current source. This amplifier is situated on the
Temperature and Current Control Card. The amplification is determined by
resistor RI . It is important that this amplification is small enough to prevent
the output voltage from clipping against the supply voltage in case of
maximum photocurrent (see figure 6).

Subtractor

The output of the previous stage consists of a DC component and a smaller
AC component. In order to enlarge the dynamic range, which ensures a more
reliable modehop detection, a subtracter is used to subtract this DC value
from the output voltage of the amplifier stage. Figure 6 shows that this. DC
photocurrent is about 110 llA which results in a 4V DC voltage. The subtrac
ted voltage can be adjusted with potentiometer PI , making the set-up
suitable for different lasers.

Differentiator

Figure 6 shows that the modehops in case of a low Bragg current are much
smaller than those in case of a high Bragg current. In order to detect also
these small modehops, a large amplification of the differentia tor is required.

The transfer function of the differentiator is given by

( 6 )

The cut-off frequency of this differentiator is 12.5 kHz. The right amplification
of this differentia tor is determined by means of the 'trial and error-method',
because the exact frequency of the power jump is hard to determine. This
frequency depends on the speed of the laser.

Rectifier

The jumps in output power can be positive as well as negative. This means
that the spikes at the output of the differentiator can also be positive or
negative. For a digital processing of the spikes, it is preferable to have only
positive signals. A rectifier is placed in cascade with the differentiator so that
the output of this rectifier will show positive spikes in case of modehops.
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Monostable Multivibrator and TTL interface

This multivibrator converts the pulses from the rectifier into pulses with a
defined pulse width of 5 lls. The duration of the pulse is determined by C4
and R13 and is large enough for detection by the comperator, which serves as
an interface to TTL level.

D-Flip-Flop

The final interrupt is generated by a OFF and is sent to a digital input on the
IMEC-board. Like the MMV, this OFF receives a reset pulse after it has
generated an interrupt. An extra opamp is used to supply the necessary 15
volt reset pulse for the MMV because the digital output can only supply 5
volt.

In order to determine the mode boundaries of the laser, the complete phase
Bragg current plane is scanned. So while sweeping one of the currents, an
interrupt is generated whenever a modehop occurs. In case of an interrupt
the momentary current values are stored, MMV and OFF are reset and the
sweeping is continued. This subject will be explained further in the next para
graph. Figure 10 shows the complete set-up for the measurement of mode
boundaries.
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Temp, Gain
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,

Temperature & Currant

COntrol Card

LASER

D
Modehop
Interrupt

Reset
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Modehop
Measurement
Circuitry

Figure 10 : Set-up for the measurement of mode boundaries

The gain, phase and Bragg currents are set by three Digital to Analog
Converters on the IMEC board, whose output is applied to voltage controlled
current sources. A fourth DAC applies a voltage to the Temperature Control,
which sets the desired temperature.
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Information about the Printed Circuit Board Layout and the allocation of the
input and output channels of the target board is present in appendix A.

4.2 Protocol

The total measurement of the mode boundaries consists of 3 steps:

Step 1 : Measurement of modehops
Step 2 : Collecting points of the same mode boundary
Step 3 : Curve fitting & Plotting

The'software, which is needed to perform step 1 and step 2, runs on the
IMEC-board and is thus written in the language Forth. For several reasons,
which will be mentioned in paragraph 4.2.3, I have chosen to perform Curve
fitting & Plotting not in Forth but in Pascal. Two programs have been
developed:

- In Forth
- In Pascal

: 'Lasertun.scr'
: 'Lasercal.pas'

Properly speaking, 'Lasertun.scr' is the name of a script that lists two files,
'Part1.4th' and 'Part2.4th'. The most important words and procedures of each
step will be explained in the following paragraphs by some figures and flow
charts. Further information is present as comment in both source code files.
The source code of both files is included in appendix C and appendix D.

4.2.1 Measurement of modehops

To measure the mode boundaries the phase-Bragg current plane is scanned in
horizontal direction by the Forth-word 'HOR_HOP_SCAN'. Figure 11 shows
the principle of this method in which Bragg and phase current are varied
between a minimum and maximum value in a number of steps.

During a horizontal scan the Bragg current is increased from Ib_min to
Ib_max in, for example, 50 steps while the phase current is set to Ip_min.
Subsequently the phase current is increased with one step followed by a new
horizontal scan. This process is continued until Ip has been increased 50 times
and has reached the value Ip_max. All interrupts, represented by fat dots,
build together a mode boundary.
These DBR-Iasers possess a certain amount of hysteresis. This means that a
mode boundary, produced with decreased Bragg current, differs from the
'normal' mode boundary. Figure 11 shows that the hysteresis line has shifted
towards the left part of the phase-Bragg current plane. At first sight one
might think that a horizontal scan generates sufficient interrupts to build a
complete line as long as the step size is chosen small enough. Unfortunately,
this is not the case. Figure 11 shows the cause of the problem. If the measure
ment consists of only a horizontal scan, then the first part of the mode
boundary might not be detected. Suppose that the Bragg current is increased
from Ib_min to Ib_max, while the phase current is set at Ip_min. At a certain
moment the laser jumps from mode 2 to mode 3. Then the Bragg current is
decreased again, but the hysteresis line is not crossed.
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This means that the laser will stay in mode 3 until the hysteris line is crossed.
This moment occurs when the phase current has reached the threshold Ip1 '
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Figure 11 : Horizontal scan of the current plane.
Solid: mode boundaries; Dotted: hysteresis.

Compared to the DBR-Iasers, which were used in the CMC10l0 project, the
new lasers have the advantage that the forward mode boundaries and the
hysteresis boundaries are situated close together in case of a small Bragg
current. If the Bragg current is made zero just before a horizontal scan is
started at Ib_min, then only a small part of a mode boundary will not be
measured.

Another option is to scan also in a vertical direction. By combining the inter
rupts of both scans, it is possible to generate the complete mode boundary.
But this slightly improved result does not counter balance the doubled
measurement time. This is the reason why only a horizontal scan takes place
during a characterization.

As long as the laser is tuned according to specific rules, for example, only by
increasing the Bragg current, these hysteresis lines play no role. For this
reason they are not measured during the characterization.

Of course all these interrupts must be stored so that they can be processed
afterwards. The choice of the storage method is mostly based on the memory
requirement because memory space is limited on the target boards. .
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Suppose that both currents are swept from minimum to maximum value in
50 steps. Then the phase-Bragg current plane is constructed of 2500 (50*50)
points. Although Forth offers the facility to define words which implement 2
dimensional arrays, this would require a lot of memory.

Each point would require one cell (=2 bytes) to mark wether a modehop took
place at that point. The resulting memory requirement is 5 Kbytes in case of
50 steps and 20 Kbytes in the more usual case of 100 steps. This amount of
meD;lory is not available.

For this reason a more efficient way has been developed which will be
described with the help of figure 12.
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Figure 12 : The storage of interrupts

Each cell comprises 2 bytes or 16 bits. Only the first 10 bits are used to store
detected modehops. Otherwise the program would become too complex. The
consequence of this choice is the restriction that the number of steps, in
horizontal and in vertical direction, must be a multiple of ten. Every bit
represents 1 point, so 50 points need 5 cells. In total 250 cells (5 cells/level *
50 levels) will cover the whole plane.

Before the actual modehop measurement starts, the value zero is stored in
each of these cells. This function is implemented by the word 'INIT_CELLS'.

Bit_O of the first cell represents the first point of the first horizontal line.
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Bit_O of the second cell corresponds to the eleventh point of the first horizon
tal line. Terms like 'Left-Bottom' refer to the orientation, used in the phase
bragg current plane of figure II.

After a certain phase and Bragg current have been set by the words
'SET_PHASE' and 'SET_BRAGG', the word 'READ_INTI' checks if an inter
rupt has been generated by the Flip-Flop. If this is the case, the corresponding
bit will be set by the word 'SET_BIT'. In order to set a bit B the number 2B is
added to the content of that particular cell.
A complete flowchart of 'HOR_HOP_SCAN' is given in figure 13.

Ib:-Ib_min
Ip:-Ip_min

oSET_PHASE
oSET_BRAGG

n

Figure 13 : Flowchart of the word 'HOR_HOP_SCAN'
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4.2.2 Collecting points of the same mode boundary

The result of the horizontal scan is a piece of memory, filled with the mode
hops of several mode boundaries. However the question is, which points
belong to the same mode boundary. To determine whether a point belongs to
a certain mode boundary, the following criterion is used. If the distance
between the point under investigation and a point that already proved to be
part of the mode boundary, is smaller than a certain maximum distance, then
this .point is also considered to be part of that boundary.

The word 'FIND_LINE' fulfils this function and its flow chart is given in
figure 14. Three important words are used by 'FIND_LINE' :

- SEARCH SP

Starting at Left-Bottom, this word searches the first bit, that is set, the so
called Start Point. Checking whether a bit is set, is done by the word
'CHECK_BIT' .

- LEVEL SCAN

This word searches at the same level as the start point for points, whose
distance to the already found points at that level, is smaller than the
maximum distance. The first part of 'LEVEL_SCAN' looks for valid points,
situated left from the start point. The second part searches in the right
direction. In case a valid point is found, the coordinates of this point
(IB_NUM,IP_NUM) are stored in a list which will contain the points of one
line. Subsequently the bit is made zero by the word 'CLEAR_BIT'. The term
'LEVEL' stands for horizontal line.

- SEARCH LEVEL

This word searches a point which is situated close enough to one of the
points that were found on a level below. The search operation starts 1 level
above the last point that was found during 'LEVEL_SCAN'. If found, this
point becomes the start point in 'LEVEL_SCAN'.
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Figure 14: Flowchart of the word 'FIND_LINE'

Figure 15 contains an example of a phase-Bragg current plane with a number
of detected modehops. The order, in which 'FIND_LINE' will find all points,
is shortly explained.
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Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.

SEARCH SP
LEVEL_SCAN
SEARCH_LEVEL
LEVEL_SCAN
SEARCH_LEVEL
LEVEL SCAN

'1' is found as start point.
'2' and '3' are found.
,4' becomes the new start point.
'5' is found.
'6' becomes the new start point.
'7' and '8' are found.

Before new points are added to the list of valid points, a translation of
coordination system takes place (see figure 16). In the first system a position
is determined by a bit and a cell number, represented by the variables
COUNTER1 and COUNTER2. The second coordinate system is strongly
related to the phase-Bragg current plane. Here the coordinates are IB_NUM
and IP_NUM. These numbers vary between zero and the number of steps
BRAGG_NUM (or PHASE_NUM).
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Figure 16 : Translation of coordinates. Ibragg as well as Iphase
varied in 100 steps.

After all points, that belong to the same curve, have been found, then those
points are written on screen by the word 'PRINT_CURVE' and the process is
repeated until no more curves are found. Figure 17 shows how these curves
are presented on screen. Both blocks belong to two boundaries of figure 7.
The first number of the first line of each block indicates the number of points
of one curve.The next four numbers stand for the boundaries of that curve
(IB_NUM[min], IP_NUM, IB_NUM[max], IP_NUM).
The following lines of that block contain the coordinates of each point
(IB_NUM1, IP_NUM1, , IB_NUMB, IP_NUMB).

IMEC in Gent is working on a new version of Forth in which it is possible to
write data directly to a file. Till this option is available, the data of figure 17
must be copied to a new file by means of the EDIT-options 'CUT' and
'PASTE'. This file is then saved as Pascal-file and will be used in Step 3 by
the program 'Lasercal.pas'.
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91 5709981
57058 1 582593 604 605 61 6 62 7
62 8 639 64 10 64 11 65 12 66 13 67 14 68 15
6816691669 17701871 1972 20 73 21 7322
7423 75247625 762677 27782879297930
8031 803281 3281 338234823583368337
84 38 84 39 85 39 85 40 85 41 86 41 86 42 86 43
87 44 87 45 87 46 88 47 88 48 89 49 89 50 89 51
90 52 92 53 90 54 91 55 91 56 91 57 91 58 92 58
9259 92 60 92 61 936293639364 94 65 94 66
9467956895 69 95 70 96 71 9672 96 73 96 74
97 74 97 75 97 76 97 77 98 78 98 79 98 80 99 81
99 82 99 83 99 84

21 8209918
82 0 83 1 84 2 85 3 86 4 87 5 88 6 89 7
90 8 91 9 92 10 93 11 93 12 94 13 95 14 96 15
96169817981899189919

Figure 17 : The data of each curve is plotted on screen
PRINT_CURVE'

4.2.3 Curve fitting & Plotting

The reason, why this final step of the characterization is implemented in
Pascal and not in Forth, will be made clear after the principle of a common
curve fitting routine has been illustrated. In order to fit a curve through the
points belonging to the same mode boundary, a least square error curve fit
routine is suitable, [10]. The principles of this methode will be explained
shortly.

Suppose that the data consists of N points

(Xj,Yj), j=1,2,. ..,N.

A least square error curve fit calculates the coefficients of the polynom

P(X)= bo + blX + b2X2+ ..... + bmXm, where m is the order of the curve-fit,

in such a way that the average of the squared deviations, a2, is minimized.
It is assumed that m ::; N-l.

(7)

To minimize a2 the partial derivative to all coefficients bi of the polynom P(X)
is taken. This results in the following m+1 equations

bo + bIL~ + b2L~2 + .... + b LXm = LYj
bOLXj + blL j2 + b2L j3 + .... + bmLx~m+1 = LXjYjm J

(8)

boLXt + bILXt+1 + b2LXt+2 + .... + b LX2m = LXtYjm J
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The m+1 unknown coefficients, bo to bm , can be solved by using LU
factorisation. This numerical method is also described in [10].

As mentioned before, the curve fitting takes place in Pascal in stead of in
Forth. There are two reasons for this choice, which are related to the limita
tions of Forth

1. The standard Forth version does not implement floating point arithmetic.
Although it is possible to implement this option in software, the speed will
decrease drastically. Besides, Forth normally uses 16-bit integers. Even an
extension to 32-bit integers is not enough to combine a high order of curve
fitting m and a large range of X.
In order to obtain an acceptable mean square error, minimum values of Xj
and m are respectively 100 and 3. Especially the term Xj

2m will become too
large for this range of 32 bits.

2. Forth does not offer any graphical features. This means that the production
of graphs should occur outside of Forth. A member of our group,
J. Reid, has written a number of routines that, when used in conjunction with
the computer language Turbo Pascal can, with the minimum of effort produ
ce data plots from within programs, [12]. In order to verify the accuracy of
the curve fitting, it is necessary that not only curves but also the points itself
are visualized in a plot. So if the graphical presentation is done outside of
Forth, there is no reason why curve fitting should be implemented inside of
Forth.

After the Forth-program 'Lasertun.4th' has been executed, an Asci-file exists,
which contains all mode boundaries, stored in a way described in figure 17.
The Pascal program 'Lasercal.pas' reads this file and stores the number of
points, boundaries, X-coordinates and Y-coordinates of each curve in a single
record, which is part of linked list of records. After curve fitting has been
executed by the procedure LSQFIT, boundaries and coefficients of each curve
are stored in a similar list of records.

The main procedures of 'Lasercal.pas' are described shortly below.

- READ_DATA

- LSQFIT
- FX

- DRAW_POINTS
- DRAW_CURVE
- VARIANCE

: The information of each curve is read from a text-file
and stored in a record-structure.

: A curve is fit through the points.
: This function calculates the value of a function, that is

represented by a number of coefficients, at a certain
point.

: The original points are plotted on screen/paper.
: The fitted curve is plotted.
: The variance (Le. mean square error) is calculated.

A complete guideline of this program is presented in paragraph 6.1.

The plotter used is an HP ColorPro, which is connected to the computer
through an IEEE interface. The interface uses a National instruments AT-GPIB
card.
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5. Measurement of equilambda lines

5.1 Hardware

In order to determine the equilambda lines of a laser, the complete phase
Bragg current plane is scanned. During this scan the Automatic Frequency
Control unit is turned off because it is necessary that the wavelength of the
laser can be varied independently. So while sweeping one of the currents, an
interrupt is generated whenever an equilambda line is passed. The momenta
ry current values are stored and the sweeping is continued. Thus the measur
ement of equilamba lines occurs in quite a similar way as the measurement of
mode boundaries. There is only a different criterion to indicate the presence
of an equilambda line. If a laser is tuned at an equilamba line, then the
wavelength of the emitted light coincides with the wavelength of the received
channel. In that case the IF-signal lays inside the receiver bandwidth and will
not be filtered by the IF-filter. Thus an equilambda line is passed whenever
the power of this IF-signal is larger than a certain threshold. The detected IF
power, Vpdif' is obtained from the Automatic Gain Section, see figure 18. A
detailed aescription of this AGC-section can be found in [11].

input Gain Vif Vd
IF-filter Control Discriminator

Element

Vif_uno

IF
Power
Detector

IMEC
Analog Input 4

Figure 18 : Detection of the IF-power

: The amplitude of the uncontrolled IF signal.
: The amplitude of the controlled IF signal.
: The amplitude of the demodulated signal.
: The output voltage of the IF power detector.
: The input reference voltage.
: The control voltage.
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The detected voltage Vpdif is divided by a factor 5 before it is subtracted from
Vref in order to enlarge the difference between maximum and minimum Vpdif .
The voltage Vref is set at 0.95V. Vp.dif is connected to an Analog-To-Oigital
input of the IMEC-board after it is fIltered by a low-pass filter.

Figure 19 illustrates this method. The laser has been tuned to the equilambda
line of channell in figure 7. Number 'I' indicates the exact tuning point for
this channel. The corresponding preset currents are

Ibragg(l) = 12,01 rnA
Iphase(l) = 10,08 rnA

Then both currents are swept from the point (Ibra /1)-1.5mA , Iphase(l)-1.5mA)
to the point (Ibraps(l)+1.5mA , Iphase(l)+1.5mA) in '20 steps. The measured Vpdif
is presented in tigure 19. The sweeping results in a IF-power signal which is
symmetrical around the crosspoint with the equilambda line. If the received
IF-power is too small, then even the AGC can not get the signal above
threshold in spite of maximum amplification. The dip in the middle is caused
by the square law-detector which has a triangular shaped frequency charac
teristic.
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Figure 19 : Vpdif versus Ibragg while passing an equilambda line.

Every point, situated above threshold, is seen as an interrupt. The total
number of interrupts, depends mostly on the step size of the tuning current
and on the tunability of the laser in that part of the phase-Bragg current
plane.
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In the set-up of M. Verberkt, [1], the equilambda lines were determined by
measuring the AFC-error (Le. the control voltage of the frequency
discriminator). However, because a different type of discriminator is used in
the RENO, this method can not be used any more.

5.2 Protocol

Like the mode boundaries, the equilambda lines are determined in 3 steps':

Step 1 : Measurement of interrupts
Step 2 : Collecting points of the same equilambda line
Step 3 : Curve fitting & Plotting

The software, needed to implement these steps, is added to the source code
files 'Lasertun.scr' and 'Lasercal.pas'. Step 2 and step 3 use the same Pascal
procedures and Forth-words that were defined earlier for the measurement of
mode boundaries. Therefore only step 1 will be explained.

The protocol for the measurement of interrupts differs slightly from the one
described in paragraph 4.2. Before the measurement of the equilambda lines
of a certain channel starts, it is necessary that that specific channel is trans
mitted through the fibre. In the CMC-setup light of a certain wavelength was
offered by a separate transmitter which was controlled via an HP-station.
However the wavelength range of these transmitters does not match the
wavelength range of the new lasers. So the only possibility left to do some
experiments was to use the light of a second, but still unpackaged, laser of T.
Staring. In the final RENO the Network Management PC will tell one of the
other two nodes to transmit a certain channel to the node that is being
characterised.

It is also very important to consider the mmimum of time, that the laser
needs to settle a new wavelength. If the current plane is scanned without any
pauses, this slowness of the laser results in a shift of the equilambda lines,
compared to the position during a static measurement. The phase-Bragg
current plane is scanned in horizontal direction by the word 'EQUCSCAN'.
The only difference between 'HOR_HOP_SCAN' and 'EQUCSCAN' is the
presence of extra pauses.

Interrupts are stored in the same way as shown in figure 12. Because the
same orientation is used for both measurements, it is not necessary to use
different Forth-words in some cases.

The collection of points, that belong to the same equilambda line, curve
fitting and plotting, are realized in the way as described in chapter 4.
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6. Complete protocol

6.1 First characterization

In this paragraph the complete protocol of the characterization is treated.
Many tips will be given which enable the rather unexperienced user of this
system to characterize a laser in the shortest time and with the best result.

Before the equilamdba lines of a laser are measured, the user should have an
idea in which part of the phase-Bragg current plane the equilambda lines
could be found. Either he gets this information from other characterization
plots, like the one shown in figure 5, or he measures the wavelength for a
number of combinations of the temperature, Bragg current and phase current.
The larger the Bragg or phase range is, the larger is the number of steps
needed to acquire a certain accuracy which results in an increased measure
ment time.
If the user knows where to look, then an acceptable characterization result is
received with the following sweep range and step size

Sweep range : IBMAX - IBMIN = 25 rnA
IPMAX - IPMIN = 25 rnA

Number of steps : BRAGG_NUM = 100 (must be a multiple of 10 !! )
PHASE_NUM = 100 (must be a multiple of 10 !! )

Step size : DELTA_IB = 0,25 rnA
DELTA_IP = 0,25 rnA

It is possible to use more than 100 steps, for example 200 in case of a sweep
range of 50 rnA, but then the measurement time is increased strongly. This is
mainly caused by the time, needed to write data on screen. IMEC has inclu
ded a delay between every write-operation because the target board offers
data faster than the PC can handle.

After all constants have received the right value, the measurement of
equilambda lines starts with the word 'START_EQUI'. It is important that the
pause, between the execution of 'SET_TEMP' and the execution of
'START_EQUI', is long enough for a good temperature stabilization.

If all four channels need to be characterized then it is wise to start with the
first and the fourth channel. Their equilambda lines can be rlaced at the
desired part of the current plane by temperature adjustments. I the equilam
bda lines of both channels are situated well, then it is sure that also channel 2
and channel 3 are O.K., because their equilambda lines are situated between
the already found lines. When equilambda lines of a new channel are found,
they must be added to the file which contains the equilambda lines of
previous characterized channels. This file is stored in the directory
'c:\tp\bas\', which also contains 'Lasercal.pas'.

The measurement of mode boundaries is started by the word'START_HOP'.
If the user wants to present both mode boundaries and equilambda lines in
the same figure, then of course the mentioned measurement constants must
be left unchanged.
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The detected boundaries are also saved in a file in the same directory.

Figure 7 shows that the mode boundaries are situated close together in case
of small Bragg currents. If the maximum allowed distance between points of
the same curve, MAX_DISTANCE, is too large, then it is possible that two
separate boundaries are seen as one by the word 'FINDLINE'. Either
MAX_DISTANCE or the step size must be lowered then.

The rest of the characterization is performed in Pascal. There are two ways of
leaving Forth. The first, 'EXIT FORTH', is the usual way. Another option is to
leave Forth temporarily. The momentary windows in Forth are stored and
can be returned after 'Lasercal.pas' has been executed. In the meanwhile the
target board still functions and can, for example, send data to the target
window. However, there is one problem. For an unknown reason it is not
possible to use the IEEE interface, while at the same time Forth is still activa
ted. In other words, if the user wants to make a plot on paper, then he
should leave Forth completely in order to prevent the computer from cras
hing.

In chapter 4 the most important procedures of the program 'Lasercal' were
already discussed. The explanation below must therefore be seen as an extra
guideline for the user of this software. Especially, the different possibilities
and choices of the program will be discussed in order.

1. Before 'Lasercal.pas' is executed, make sure that the measurement
constants correspond with the ones used in 'LasertunAth'

2. Question: Display Mode boundaries/Equilambda lines/Both?
The answer on this question determines which options are offered
to the user.

3. Question: Which file contains mode boundaries?
(or/and)
Question: Which file contains equilambda lines?
Question: Laser number?

4. The fitted curves are plotted on screen together with the original data.
Each equilambda line is marked by a letter.
The error message 'Floating point overflow' can have two causes.
Either there is something wrong with the data or the maximum
allowed variance, MAXVARIANCE, is too small

5. Question: Selection of equilambda lines?
The user can couple each channel to one of the presented equilambda
lines by the input of it's letter. For each of those channels a tuning
point is calculated which is situated on the middle of that particular
equilambda line. This point is indicated by the channel number.

6. Question: Only on Screen or also Plotting or Quit ?
The user can first see if the tuning points are placed on the correct
positions. If desired, he can decide to make a plot. This plot also
contains some of the measurement constants and the names of the
files.
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7. Question: Show measurement constants & tuning points?
Laser number, file names, measurement constants and the exact tuning
points of each. channel are printed on screen. This information can be
printed on paper by pushing the button 'PRINTSCREEN'.

The results of two complete characterizations are shown in figure 20 and in
figure 23 of Appendix B.
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Figure 20 : Characterization result, Igain = 70mA, T = 15°C,
BRAGG_NUM =PHASE_NUM =100 steps,
Channell: 1552,540 nm ; Channel 2 : 1552,300 nm.

Normally, the original points will be plotted only on screen and not on paper.

This characteristic shows that the equilambda line of channel 2 is fitted
through more points than the one of channel 1. This is caused by the
decreased tunability of the laser in case of large phase currents.

The returned preset currents are

Channell: Ibragg = 12.70 rnA
Channel2: Ibragg = 14.92 rnA

I phase = 10.08 rnA
I phase = 19.38 rnA

These preset current can be used as tuning points in the RENO.
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6.2 Measurement of the exact tuning points

If 'Lasercal.pas' has been executed, then the user knows the tuning points of
each channel. However, the accuracy of these tuning points is rather poor.
This is not only caused by the relative large step size, but also by the speed
of the characterization. The laser has simply not enough time to settle at a
certain wavelength which results in a shift of the equilambda lines, compared
to the position during a static measurement. An Intermediate Frequency as
large as 3 Ghz is possible while this should be a Hz theoretically. In order to
acquire accurate tuning points it is necessary to perform a second measure
ment by the word 'EXACT' which uses small steps and large pauses between
the current increasements. The inaccurate preset currents must be available in
the array 'CHAN_TC' before the measurement starts. The flowchart of this
word is presented in figure 21.

COuntEl~:-countElr6-1

Ib:-Ib+25uA
Ip:-Ip+25uA

Figure 21 : Flowchart of the word 'EXACT'
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In fact, this method was already illustrated by figure 19 in paragraph 5.l.

The word 'EXACT' has been executed for channel 1 with the following result.

- Inaccurate tuning point : ( Ibragg , Iphase ) = (l2.70mA , 10.08mA)

- Exact tuning point : ( Ibragg , Iphase ) = (l2.54mA , 9.93mA)

The exact tuning currents, ,AVERAGE1' and'AVERAGE2', are stored in the
array 'EXACT_CHAN_TC'. In the final version of the RENO these exact
tuning points will be stored in EEPROMS to prevent them from getting lost.
The words 'EEPROM!' and 'EEPROM@'perform these read and write
instructions for the EEPROM's.
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(9 )

6.3 Channel switching & Degradation

In the final RENO there will be a need to monitor the stability of the tuning
points. In other words, what is the frequency difference (in Ghz) between the
original tuning point and the tuning point, which is reached after the AFC
has pulled the receiver In_lock. In order to calculate this difference a translati
on must be made from a difference, expressed in rnA, to a difference which is
expressed in Ghz. The tunability (in Ghz/mA) depends on the position in the
phase-Bragg current plane. Therefore it should be determined for each
channel during the execution of 'EXACT'.

Tunabillity=ReceiverBandwidth
Number*Stepsize

Receiver Bandwidth
Number
Step size

: About 7 Ghz
: The number of interrupts in 'EXACT'
: The step size in 'EXACT' (=25 pA)

The tunability of each channel is stored in the array 'TUNABILITY'.

The word 'TO' is written for the selection of a new channel. It's flowchart is
pres.ented in figure 22.

Figure 22 : Flowchart of the word 'TO'
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When the Automatic Frequency Control has locked the receiver to the
channel, then the momentary value of the Bragg current, Bragg_In_Lock, is
measured by an Analog Input. Using the available tunability, the frequency
difference is calculated by equation (10).

Frequency Difference = Tunability" ( Bragg_In_Lock - Ib(preset) ) (0)

In case of a large shift, the laser might be driven too close towards a mode
boundary and the operator should decide for a new characterization of the
laser.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations

This report described the realization of hardware and software for an auto
matic characterization and tuning of the local laser in a coherent multi
channel receiver. The automatic measurement of mode boundaries and
equilambda lines is performed with a small amount of additional electronics.

The distributed control system of the RENO is based on stand alone target
boards that must be programmed in Forth. Because of certain limitations of
Forth, curve fitting and graphical representation of the mode boundaries and
equilambda lines must be performed in Pascal. Therefore data are saved ,in a
file that can be used in the Pascal program. Soon an extra Forth option will
be available which enables the user to write data directly to a file instead of
to the screen.

It is advised to characterize only a part of the phase-Bragg current plane. The
larger the sweeping range is, the larger is the number of steps, needed to
acquire a certain accuracy, which results in an increased measurement time.
A range of 25mA and a step size of O.25mA give acceptable results. The first
available 3-section DBR-Iaser was characterized successfully.

In the final RENO the Management PC tells one of the other transmitters to
send their wavelength to the node that is being characterized. Because only
one wavelength is offered at a time, there is no need to use the channel
identification to determine which equilambda line belongs to which channel.
The advantage is an increased measurement speed because the local laser
does not have to be locked to the channel. The disadvantage is that the
measurement of equilambda lines must be repeated for each channel.

Before a new laser is used in a receiver, it must be characterized completely.
Mode boundaries and equilambda lines are plotted and the user can select
the mode in which all four channels are situated well. The returned tuning
points are used in a second measurement in which the exact preset currents
of each channel are determined. These preset currents are stored in
EEPROM's.

Every start-up of the system must be preceded by such an accurate scan
which only takes 15 seconds per channel. During operation of the system, the
preset currents can be updated dynamically. Whenever the AFC has locked
the laser to a certain channel by means of a small variation of the tuning cur
rents, then these momentary tuning currents can replace the preset currents
stored in RAM. I would like to advise that the original preset currents, which
are stored in the EEPROMS, are left unchanged. Then it is possible to calcu
late the frequency shift of the laser from the difference between the original
preset currents and the In-lock tuning currents. In case of a large shift, the
laser might be driven too close towards a mode boundary and the operator
can decide for a new characterization of the laser. Such a large shift can be
caused by degradation effects of the laser and its surroundings after long
term operation.
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Appendix A Scheme & PCB layout of Laser Measurement Board

Although not described in this report, some time has been spent on the
design of the layout for a printed circuit board, the Laser Measurement
Board. This PCB contains the Automatic Frequency Control, Channel Identity
Decoding and the Modehop Measurement Circuitry.

Appendix A contains the following subjects:

- Connections between the LM board and the other boards of the receiver
(figure 23).

- Electronic scheme of the Automatic Frequency Control (figure 24).
More information is available in [14].

- Electronic scheme of the Channel Identity Decoding (figure 25).
More information is available in [13].

- PCB Layout (figure 26).

- Allocation order of the 20 pins flatcable connector (table 1).

- Allocation order of the 64 pins Euro-connector (table 2).

Some adjustments must be made to the PCB layout before new boards are
ordered: .

- The distance between the pins of the flatcable connector is too large.
- The IC OP400 has 16 pins in stead of 14.
- One of the two potentiometers in the Modehop Measurement Circuitry is

replaced by a resistor.
- The pin order of the SMD LED's has changed, because different LED's are

used.
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Tabel I : 20 pins flatcable connector

1 cm out 4

2 cm out 3

3 cm out 5

4 cm out 2

5 cm out 6

6 cm out 1

7 Modehop Inter.

8 PH out

9 Lock

10 AFC error

11 GND·

12 GND

13 Opt. Switch 2

14 NC

15 Opt. Switch 1

16 !bragg tun.

17 Reset Modehop

18 Iphase tun.

19 AFC on/off

20 Iphoto out



Tabel II : 64 pins Euro-connector

A C

1 GND GND

2 +5V +5V

3 +15V +15V

4 -15V -15V

5 Igain out Iphoto out

6 Temp out AFC error

7 Ibragg out PH out

8 Iphase out NC

9 GND GND

10 Iphase in Igain in

11 Ibragg in NC

12 Temp in NC

13 NC NC

14 GND GND

15 NC CID out 1

16 NC cm out 2

17 NC cm at 3

18 NC CID out 4

19 NC cm out 5

20 NC cm out 6

21 NC Modehop Inter.

22 NC Lock

23 NC Laser on/of

24 AFC on/off NC

25 Reset Modehop NC

26 Opt. Switch 1 NC

27 Opt. Switch 2 NC

28 NC NC

29 NC NC

30 NC NC

31 NC NC

32 NC NC

Pins C5,A5,..,C8,A8 correspond with Analog Input 0,1,..,6,7.
Pins C10,A10,..,C13,A13 correspond with Analog Output 0,1,..,6,7.
Pins C15,A15,..,C22,A22 correspond with Digital Input 0,1,..,14,15.
Pins C23,A23,..,C30,A30 correspond with Digital Output 0,1,..,14,15.



Appendix B Characterization plot
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Figure 27 : Measurement of mode boundaries, Igain = 70mA, T = 15°C,
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Appendix C Source code file 'Lasertull.4th'



FileName: C:\FORTH\BAS\PART1.4TH - Page: 1

Measurement of Mode boundaries & Equilambda lines of DBR-Iasers.
The script LASERTUN.SCR consists of 2 files, PART1.4TH AND PART2.4TH

Written by B.L.R Verleisdonk, April - December 1993

a CONSTANT TEMP
CONSTANT GAIN
CONSTANT IBMIN

000 CONSTANT IBMAX
CONSTANT IPMIN

000 CONSTANT IPMAX
a CONSTANT BRAGG_NUM
a CONSTANT PHASE_NUM

CONSTANT MAX_DISTANCE
000 CONSTANT ADRES_FL

{ Laser temp. in tenth of degrees C
{ Gain current in rnA
{ Min. Bragg current in micro Amperes
{ Max. Bragg current in micro Amperes
{ Min. phase current in micro Amperes
{ Max. phase current in micro Amperes
{ Number of horizontal steps
{ Number of vertical steps
{ Max. allowed distance in FINDLINE
{ Start of memory where points of one
{ line are stored

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

000 CONSTANT START_ADRESS

CONSTANT MIN_DA_1
CONSTANT MIN_DA_2

000 CONSTANT MAX_DA_1
000 CONSTANT MAX_DA_2
00 CONSTANT MAX_AD

CONSTANT MIN_NUMBER
CONSTANT FACTOR
}

00 CONSTANT PULSE_WIDTH

RIABLE IB_MIN
RIABLE IB_MAX
RIABLE IP_MIN
RIABLE IP_MAX
RIABLE IP
RIABLE IB
RIABLE DELTA_IP
RIABLE DELTA_IB
RIABLE POINTER
RIABLE RESERVE1
RIABLE IB_NUM
HABLE IP_NUM
HABLE CLOSE
HABLE COUNTER1
HABLE COUNTER2
HABLE COUNTER3
HABLE COUNTER4
HABLE COUNTERS

HABLE COUNTER6
HABLE LEVEL
\IABLE STACK_TOP
\IABLE EXTRA_LEVEL
\IABLE EXTRA_CELLS
GABLE STOP
GABLE IB_SP
UABLE IP_SP
UABLE FOUND
UABLE ADRES_SP

lIABLE MATR_LEEG
lIABLE BOUND_Xl
lIABLE BOUND_Yl
lIABLE BOUND_X2
lIABLE BOUND_Y2

{ Start of memory where interrupts }
{ are stored }
{ Digital-Analog voltage range }
{ REFLOW DAC1 }
{ REFHIGH DAC1 }
{ REFLOW DAC2 }
{ ADC reference voltage }
{ Minimum number of points per line }
{ Factor of volt. contr. current sources}

Width of Vpdif-pulse in Mhz

{ Corrected IBMIN }
{ Corrected IBMAX }
{ Corrected IPMIN }
{ Corrected IPMAX }
{ Phase current }
{ Bragg current }
{ Step size of the phase current }
{ Step size of the Bragg current }
{ Contains the adress of a cell }
{ Used to store an adress momentarily }
{ Bragg coordinate O.. BRAGG_NUM }
{ Phase coordinate O.. PHASE_NUM }
{ Indicates the end of LEVEL_SCAN }
{ Indicates the Bit number }
{ Indicates the Cell number }
{ The number of points found on 1 level }
{ The total number of points found safar }
{ The number of steps towards the left }
{ or right side of a level }
{ The number of steps in EXACT }
{ The level number O.. PHASE_NUM }
{ The top of the FINDLINE-stack }
{ Indicates the number of empty levels }
{ = EXTRA_LEVEL * #CELLS/LEVEL }
{ Indicates the end of several loops }
{ Bragg value of startpoint }
{ Phase value of startpoint }
{ Indicates that a valid point is found }
{ Adress of the cell in which the }
{ first point of a level is found }
{ Indicates an empty matrix }
{ Smallest X-coordinate of a line }
{ Y-coordinate belonging to BOUND_Xl }
{ Largest X-coordinate of a line }
{ Y-coordinate belonging to BOUND_X2 }



FileName : C: \FORTH\BAS\PART1. 4TH - Page : 2

VARIABLE HOP1_CURVES
VARIABLE EQUI_CURVES
VARIABLE CHANNEL
VARIABLE NEW_CHANNEL
VARIABLE NUMBER
VARIABLE AVERAGE1
VARIABLE AVERAGE2
VARIABLE IN_LOCK
VARIABLE BRAGG_IN_LOCK
VARIABLE DIFFERENCE
VARIABLE NEGATIVE
VARIABLE LASER_ON
VARIABLE AFC_ON
VARIABLE RESET_MODE
VARIABLE OS_l_ON
VARIABLE OS_2_0N

{ Number of mode boundaries found
{ Number of equi1arnbda lines found
{ Channel number
{ New channel number
{ Number of detected points in EXACT
{ Average Bragg current in EXACT
{ Average phase current in EXACT
{ Indicates if AFC In-Lock
{ Actual Bragg current if In-Lock
{ Frequency difference in Mhz
{ Indicates the sign of DIFFERENCE
{ Switch laser on
{ Switch AFC on
{ Reset MMV and DFF
{ Enable Optical Switch 1
{ Enable Optical Switch 2

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

TABLE contains the numbers used to set a certain bit }

CREATE TABLE 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 16 , 32 , 64 , 128 , 256 , 512 ,

{ CHAN TC contains the tuning currents for each channel
{ Ib1,Ip1,Ib2,Ip2 ..... }

12700 , 10080 , 0 , 0 ,
o , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

{ EXACT_CHAN_TC contains the exact tuning currents for each channel }
{ Ib1,Ip1,Ib2,Ip2 ..... }

CREATE EXACT_CHAN_TC 12700 , 10080 , 0 , 0 ,
o , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

TUNABILITY contains the tunability of each channel in MHZ/uA }

CREATE TUNABILITY 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

Transition to a binary/decimal/hexadecimal base}

BIN 2 BASE
DEC 10 BASE
HEX 16 BASE

HEX

16 bit digital output }

WRITE_DO
o
LASER_ON @ IF 1 + THEN
AFC_ON @ IF 8 + THEN
RESET_MODE @ IF 20 + THEN
OS_1_0N @ IF 80 + THEN
OS_2_0N @ IF 200 + THEN
A002 7F L!W

16 bit digital input ; [ . - u ] }

READ_DI AOOO 7F L@W ;



FileName: C:\FORTH\BAS\PARTl.4TH - Page: 3

Sets the programmable clock of the CAN controller. This clock signal
is used by the ADC

SET_CAN_CLOCK IF 2001 7F L!B 2003 7F L!B

Clock signal of the ADC is set to 2Mhz }

Converts a number, expressed in milli-volts, into a digital value}
which can be sent to DACI or DAC2 i [ ul - u2 ] }

C

CONV 1
MIN_DA_l - 4095 MAX_DA_l MIN_DA_l - */

CONV_2
MIN_DA_2 - 4095 MAX_DA_2 MIN_DA_2 - */

x

Store a 12 bit digital value, which will be converted to an analog
voltage, on one of the channels of DACI i [u - . ]

STORE_AO_O 4000 7F L!W
STORE_AO_l 4002 7F L!W
STORE_AO_2 4004 7F L!W
STORE_AO_3 4006 7F L!W

WRITE_AO_4 EOOO 7F L!W
WRITE_AO_5 E002 7F L!W
WRITE_AO_6 E004 7F L!W
WRITE_AO_7 E006 7F L!W

Deliver the earlier stored values on the analog outputs }

A number, expressed in milli-volts, is written to the outputs of }
DACI i [ u - . ] }

NRITE_AO_O_MV CONV_l STORE_AO_O WRITE_AO_0_TO_3
NRITE_AO_l_MV
1 UM* FACTOR UM/MOD SWAP DROP
:ONV_l STORE_AO_l WRITE_AO_0_TO_3

.<JRITE_AO_3_MV
1 UM* FACTOR UM/MOD SWAP DROP
:ONV_l STORE_AO_3 WRITE_AO_0_TO_3

vRITE_AO_4_MV CONV_2 WRITE_AO_4
vRITE_AO_5_MV CONV_2 WRITE_AO_5
vRITE_AO_6_MV CONV_2 WRITE_AO_6
vRITE_AO_7_MV CONV_2 WRITE_AO_7



FileName c: \FORTH\BAS \PART1. 4TH - Page : 4

Implements a wait loop of 20 micro-seconds }

Implements a wait loop of u milli-seconds

WAIT 0 DO 666 0 DO LOOP LOOP i

HEX

[u-.]}

10 bit Analog-To-Digital-Conversion, 8 channels ; [ . - u ] }

READ_AI 0 0 8001 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 8001 7F L@B 8001 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *
+ i

: READ_AI 1 0 8003 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 8003 7F L@B 8003 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *
+ ;

: READ_AI 2 0 8005 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 8005 7F L@B 8005 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *
+ ;

: READ_AI 3 0 8007 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 8007 7F L@B 8007 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *-
+ i

: READ_AI 4 0 8009 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 8009 7F L@B 8009 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *-
+ ;

: READ_AI 5 a 800B 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 800B 7F L@B 800B 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *
+ i

: READ_AI 6 0 800D 7F L!B LOOP 20_US 800D 7F L@B 800D 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *-
+ ;

: READ_AI 7 0 800F 7F L!B LOOP_20_US 800F 7F L@B 800F 7F L@B 6 RSHIFT SWAP 4 *-
+ ;

DEC

Result of an AD-conversion expressed in milli-volts [ - u ] }

READ_AI_O_MV READ_AI- 0 MNCAD 1023 */
READ_AI_1_MV READ_AI 1 MAX_AD 1023 */
READ_AI_2_MV READ_AI- 2 MAX_AD 1023 */
READ_AI_3_MV READ_AI- 3 MAX_AD 1023 */
READ_AI_4_MV READ_AI- 4 MAX_AD 1023 */
READ_AI_5_MV READ_AI- 5 MAX_AD 1023 */
READ_AI_6_MV READ_AI- 6 MAX_AD 1023 */
READ_AI_7_MV READ_AI- 7 MAX_AD 1023 */

****************************************************************************
**************

IIC EEPROM

****************************************************************************
************** }

{ read and write instructions to PCD8584 }

HEX

19 CONSTANT IIC_CLOCK

VARIABLE SLAVE
VARIABLE DIR

clockfreq. = 12 MHz, sCLfreq. 90 kHz
IIC_CLOCK = 18 for clockfreq. = 8 MHz

DELAY 20 0 DO I DROP LOOP

IIC_SENDCTRL { B -- }



FileName: C:\FORTH\BAS\PART1.4TH - Page: 5

C002 7F L!W ;
IIC_SENDBYTE { B -- }

COOO 7F L!W ;
IIC_READCTRL { -- B }

C002 7F L@W OOFF AND
IIC_READBYTE { -- B }

COOO 7F L@W OOFF AND

Sends a byte to PCD8584 with A1

Sends a byte to PCD8584 with A1

o

1

lIC_INIT { - - }
o IIC_SENDCTRL 1 IIC SENDBYTE
20 IIC_SENDCTRL IIC_CLOCK IIC_SENDBYTE

write to own slave register
write clock register

IIC START { -- }
40 lIC_SENDCTRL
BEGIN

IIC_READCTRL 1 AND 0= INVERT check if IIC_Bus is free
UNTIL
SLAVE @ FE AND IIC_SENDBYTE
45 IIC_SENDCTRL { generate start and set ack

BEGIN
IIC_READCTRL 80 AND 0=

UNTIL
eted

43 lIC_SENDCTRL
2 lIC_SENDBYTE

IIC_SENDDATA { B -- }
BEGIN

IIC_READCTRL 80 AND 0=
UNTIL
I IC_SENDBYTE

IIC_RECEIVEDATA { -- B }
BEGIN

IIC_READCTRL 80 AND 0=
UNTIL
I IC_READBYTE

PIN bit is tested to determine
when a serial transmission has been corn

{ send a byte on IIC-bus

DEFINE_SLAVEADDR { W -- B}
DUP
400 < IF

A8 SLAVE A2 1; EEPROM1 addressrange = O.. 3FF
ELSE

AO SLAVE A2 O· EEPROM2 address range 400 .. 7FFI

400 -
THEN
DUP 100 I 2* SLAVE @ F9 AND OR SLAVE
100 MOD

{ determine page address
{ determine rest of address

read and write instructions for the EEPROM's}

EEPROM! { B W -- }
DEFINE_SLAVEADDR
lIC_START
I IC_SENDDATA

address and data
write operation

send address



FileName : C: \FORTH\BAS\PART1.4TH - Page: 6

I IC_SENDDATA
IIC_STOP

EEPROM@ { B -- B }
I IC_START
DEFINE_SLAVEADDR
IIC_SENDDATA DELAY
45 lIC_SENDCTRL
SLAVE @ 1 OR IIC_SENDDATA
40 lIC_SENDCTRL
IIC_RECEIVEDATA DROP
I IC_RECEIVEDATA
IIC STOP

DEC

lIC INIT

HEX

{ send data

send address
send start + write

disable ACK
first byte has no meaning

: CLEAR_EEPROM 800 0 DO 0 I EEPROMl WAIT_LOOP LOOP

DEC



FileName: C: \FORTH\BAS\PART2.4TH - Page: 1

PART2.4th is the second file of the script 'LASERTUN.SCR' }

Calculation of the stepsize

3MAX IBMIN - 1 UM* BRAGG_NUM 1 - UM/MOD SWAP DROP DELTA_IB
)MAX IPMIN - 1 UM* PHASE_NUM 1 - UM/MOD SWAP DROP DELTA_IP

Small correction of the boundaries of the phase-Bragg current plane. }
The new boundaries are IB_MIN,IP_MIN,IB_MAX,IP_MAX }

lMIN IB_MIN ! IPMIN IP_MIN !
lMIN DELTA_IB @ BRAGG_NUM 1 - * + IB_MAX
'MIN DELTA_IP @ PHASE_NUM 1 - * + IP_MAX

Reset of u cells starting at the adress,stored in POINTER [u-.]}

INIT_CELLS
o DO 0 POINTER @ POINTER @ 2 + POINTER LOOP

Check if a bit, indicated by COUNTER1, in a cell, indicated by }
POINTER is set. If so FOUND becomes true and the bit/cell number}
is stored in IB_SP/IP_SP }

N

CHECK_BIT TABLE COUNTER1 @ 10 * + @ POINTER @ @ OVER AND = IF
COUNTER1 @ IB_SP ! COUNTER2 @ IP_SP ! -1 FOUND ! THEN ;

:C

A Bit, indicated by COUNTER1, is set by adding 2 A COUNTER1, present}
in TABLE, to the content of a cell, indicated by POINTER}

SET_BIT1
POINTER @ @ TABLE COUNTER1 @ 2 * + @ + POINTER @

SET_BIT2 checks if a bit is allready set. If not, the bit is set}

SET_BIT2
o FOUND CHECK BIT
FOUND @ IF ELSE SET_BIT1 THEN

A bit, indicated by COUNTER1, in a cell, whose adress can be }
calculated from POINTER and COUNTER2, is made zero }

CLEAR_BIT
COUNTER2 @ 2 * POINTER @ + POINTER
POINTER @ @ TABLE COUNTER1 @ 2 * + @ - POINTER @

A memory position, indicated by bit number u1 and cell number u2, is }
translated in a position in the phase-Bragg current plane with }
IB_NUM/IP_NUM as coordinates ; [ u1 u2 - . . ] }

rRANSLATE
BRAGG_NUM 10 / /MOD IP_NUM ! 10 * + IB_NUM

:hecks if an interrupt is generated during the horizontal modehop scan. }
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If so, the corresponding bit is set and the MVV/DFF are reset }

READ_INTI
READ_DI 4096 AND 4096
IF

SET_BITI
-1 RESET_MODE WRITE_DO 0 RESET_MODE

THEN

Checks if an interrupt is generated during the vertical modehop scan }
A bit is only set if it was not set allready }

READ_INT2
READ_DI 4096 AND 4096
IF

SET_BIT2
-1 RESET_MODE WRITE_DO 0 RESET_MODE

THEN

Measurement of the IF-power which indicates the presence of an }
equilambda line }

DEC

READ INT3
READ_AI_4_MV 3500 >
IF

SET_BIT1
THEN

The laser temperature TEMP is set after controlling if TEMP is within }
range i [ U - • ] }

SET_TEMP
DUP DUP 100 > SWAP 400 < AND
IF

100 - 25 * WRITE_AO_5_MV
ELSE DROP ." Temperature out of range"
THEN

The Gain current GAIN is set after controlling if GAIN is within range }
[u-.]}

SET_GAIN
DUP 200 <
IF

50 * WRITE_AO_O_MV
ELSE DROP "Gain current out of range "
THEN

The Bragg current is set [ u - ] }

SET_BRAGG
WRITE_AO_3_MV

The phase current is set [ u - ] }

SET_PHASE
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WRITE_AO_l_MV

HOR_HOP_SCAN scans the phase-Bragg current plane in a horizontal way
Interrupts are stored in cells starting at the adress START_ADRESS

HOR_HOP_SCAN
START_ADRESS POINTER
IP_MIN @ IP
PHASE_NUM 0
DO

o SET_BRAGG
20 WAIT
IP @ WRITE_AO_l_MV
IB_MIN @ IB !
IB @ WRITE_AO_3_MV
50 WAIT
-1 RESET_MODE WRITE_DO 0 RESET_MODE WRITE_DO
BRAGG_NUM 0
DO

I 10 MOD COUNTERI
IB @ WRITE_AO_3_MV
2 WAIT
READ_INTI
COUNTER1 @ 9 = IF POINTER @ 2 + POINTER THEN
IB @ DELTA_IB @ + IB

LOOP
IP @ DELTA_IP @ + IP !
o SET_PHASE

Dots are plotted to illustrate the area that has been scanned }

10=
IF ELSE

I PHASE_NUM 10 / /MOD DROP 0 = IF " . " SPACE SPACE SPACE THEN
THEN

LOOP
" CR CR

SET_PHASE 0 SET_BRAGG

EQUI_SCAN scans the phase-Bragg current plane in a horizontal way
Interrupts are stored in cells starting at the adress START_ADRESS

EQUI_SCAN
START_ADRESS POINTER
IP_MIN @ IP
PHASE_NUM 0
DO

o SET_BRAGG
10 WAIT
IP @ WRITE_AO_l_MV
IB_MIN @ IB !
IB @ WRITE_AO_3_MV
100 WAIT
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BRAGG_NUM 0
DO

I 10 MOD COUNTERl
IB @ WRITE_AO_3_MV
4 WAIT
READ_INT3
COUNTERl @ 9 = IF POINTER @ 2 + POINTER THEN
IB @ DELTA_IB @ + IB

LOOP
IP @ DELTA_IP @ + IP !
o SET_PHASE

Dots are plotted to illustrate the area that has been scanned }

I 0 =
IF ELSE

I PHASE_NUM 10 / /MOD DROP 0
THEN

LOOP
" CR CR

o SET_PHASE 0 SET_BRAGG

IF " . " SPACE SPACE SPACE THEN

Search for a startpoint starting at the adress indicated by POINTER.
If a point is found FOUND becomes true and the search is stopped

o STOP ! 0 COUNTERl
o IP_SP

o FOUND
o IB_SP
BEGIN

CHECK_BIT
COUNTERl @ 9
IF

o COUNTERl
COUNTER2 @ 1 + COUNTER2
POINTER @ 2 + POINTER !

ELSE
COUNTERl @ 1 + COUNTERl

THEN

o COUNTER2

Check if the last horizontal line has been reached }
COUNTER2 @ BRAGG_NUM 10 / PHASE_NUM * >
IF

-1 STOP !
THEN
STOP @ FOUND @ OR

UNTIL
FOUND @
IF
The coordinates of the startpoint become the initial values of the }
boundaries of a curve }

IB_SP @ IP_SP @ TRANSLATE
IB_NUM @ BOUND_Xl IP_NUM @ BOUND_Yl
IB_NUM @ BOUND_X2 IP_NUM @ BOUND_Y2

THEN

Refreshement of the boundaries after a new point (IB_NUM,IP_NUM) }
has been added to the collection of points }

CHECK_BOUND
IB_NUM @ BOUND_Xl @ <
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[F
IB_NUM @ BOUND_Xl IP_NUM @ BOUND_Yl

rHEN
[B_NUM @ BOUND_X2 @ >
[F

IB_NUM @ BOUND_X2 IP_NUM @ BOUND_Y2
rHEN

L COUNTER3

rranslation of coordinates and boundary checking
[B_SP @ IP_SP @ TRANSLATE CHECK_BOUND

STACK_TOP
STACK_TOP

STACK_TOP @ 2 +
STACK_TOP @ 2 +

[B_NUM and IP_NUM are stored in consecutive
~dress contained by STACK_TOP. STACK_TOP is
)r 2 bytes }
[B_NUM @ STACK_TOP @
[P_NUM @ STACK_TOP @

cells starting at the
incremented by 1 cell

rhis bit is cleared }
;TART_ADRESS POINTER !
[B_SP @ COUNTER1! IP_SP @ COUNTER2! CLEAR_BIT

rhe adress of the cell in which the startpoint has been found is
;tored in RESERVEl }
3RAGG_NUM 10 / IP_NUM @ * IB_NUM @ 10 /MOD SWAP DROP +
~ * START_ADRESS + DUP ADRES_SP ! RESERVEl

3_NUM @ COUNTERS

;tarting at the startpoint and heading towards the left part of the
10rizontal line, each point, whose distance towards other allready
:ound points on that level is smaller than MAX_DISTANCE, is stored

THEN

STACK_TOP @ 2 + STACK_TOP
STACK_TOP @ 2 + STACK_TOP

o =

AND

IF
COUNTER3 @ 1 + COUNTER3
CHECK_BOUND
IB_NUM @ STACK_TOP @
IP_NUM @ STACK_TOP @

IF
STACK_TOP @ POINTER
COUNTER3 @ 0
DO

POINTER @ 4 - POINTER !
POINTER @ @ IB_NUM @ - DUP * MAX_DISTANCE < IF -1 CLOSE

LOOP
CLOSE @

3EGIN
o FOUND ! 0 CLOSE !
RESERVEl @ POINTER
BEGIN COUNTERS @ 0 > FOUND @ 0
WHILE

IB_NUM @ 10 MOD DUP COUNTERl
IF

POINTER @ 2 - POINTER ! 9 COUNTERl
ELSE

COUNTERl @ 1 - COUNTERl
THEN
CHECK_BIT
IB_NUM @ 1 - IB_NUM ! COUNTERS @ 1 - COUNTERS
POINTER @ RESERVEl !

REPEAT
FOUND @
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IB_NUM @ 10 MOD COUNTERl !
BRAGG_NUM 10 ! IP_NUM @ * IB_NUM @ 10 !MOD SWAP
DROP + COUNTER2 !
START_ADRESS POINTER! CLEAR_BIT

THEN
THEN

CLOSE @ 0 =
UNTIL

Starting at the startpoint and heading towards the right part of the }
horizontal line, each point, whose distance towards other allready }
found points on that level is smaller than MAX_DISTANCE, is stored }

STACK_TOP @ COUNTER3 @ 4 * - @ IB_NUM
BRAGG_NUM IB_NUM @ -COUNTERS
ADRES_SP @ RESERVEl !
BEGIN

o CLOSE! 0 FOUND
RESERVEl @ POINTER
BEGIN COUNTERS @ 0 > FOUND @ 0 AND
WHILE

IB_NUM"@ 10 MOD COUNTERl
COUNTERl @ 9 =
IF

POINTER @ 2 + POINTER! 0 COUNTERl
ELSE

COUNTERl @ 1 + COUNTERl
THEN
CHECK_BIT
IB_NUM @ 1 + IB_NUM !
COUNTERS @ 1 - COUNTERS
POINTER @ RESERVEl !

REPEAT
FOUND @ IF

STACK_TOP @ POINTER
COUNTER3 @ 0
DO

POINTER @ 4 - POINTER !
POINTER @ @ IB_NUM @ - DUP * MAX_DISTANCE < IF -1 CLOSE THEN

LOOP
CLOSE @ IF

COUNTER3 @ 1 + COUNTER3
CHECK_BOUND
IB_NUM @ STACK_TOP @! STACK_TOP @ 2 + STACK_TOP
IP_NUM @ STACK_TOP @! STACK TOP @ 2 + STACK_TOP
IB_NUM @ 10 MOD COUNTERl !
BRAGG_NUM 10 ! IP_NUM @ * IB_NUM @ 10 !MOD SWAP
DROP + COUNTER2 !
START_ADRESS POINTER! CLEAR_BIT

THEN
THEN

CLOSE @ 0 =
UNTIL

{ SEARCH_LEVEL starts one level above the last point, found during}
{ LEVEL_SCAN and searches for a valid point that is situated within }
{ a maximum radius -root of MAX_DISTANCE- from one of the points that
{ were found on the level below }

SEARCH_LEVEL
o FOUND! 0 STOP !

Calculation of the coordinates of an eventual new startpoint }



points found on a level to the total }
@ + COUNTER4

o EXTRA_CELLS! 0 EXTRA_LEVEL !
the adress ADRES_FL, are reset }
INIT_CELLS
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STACK_TOP @ 4 - @ DUP COUNTER5 ! 10 MOD COUNTER1
STACK_TOP @ 2 - @ 1 + BRAGG_NUM 10 / * EXTRA_CELLS @ + COUNTER5 @ 10 /MOD
SWAP DROP + COUNTER2 !
COUNTER2 @ 2 * START_ADRESS + POINTER !

Searching for a valid point while decreasing COUNTER5 from IB_NUM to }
o }
BEGIN FOUND @ STOP @ OR 0 =
WHILE

CHECK_BIT
COUNTER1 @ 0 = IF 9 COUNTER1 ! COUNTER2 @ 1 - COUNTER2
POINTER @ 2 - POINTER ! ELSE COUNTER1 @ 1 - COUNTER1 THEN
COUNTER5 @ 1 - DUP COUNTER5 ! -1 = IF -1 STOP ! THEN
FOUND @ IF

STACK_TOP @ POINTER ! 0 FOUND ! -1 STOP
IB_SP @ IP_SP @ TRANSLATE COUNTER3 @ 0
DO

POINTER @ 4 - POINTER !
POINTER @ @ IB_NUM @ - DUP *
POINTER @ 2 + @ IP_NUM @ - DUP * + MAX_DISTANCE <
IF -1 FOUND ! THEN

LOOP
THEN

REPEAT

STACK_TOP @ 4 - @ 10 MOD COUNTER1 !
STACK_TOP @ 2 - @ 1 + BRAGG_NUM 10 / * EXTRA_CELLS @ + STACK_TOP @
4 - @ 10 /MOD SWAP DROP + COUNTER2 !
COUNTER2 @ 2 * START_ADRESS + POINTER ! 0 STOP
BRAGG_NUM STACK_TOP @ 4 - @ - DUP COUNTER5 ! 1 IF -1 STOP THEN

Searching for a valid point while increasing COUNTER5 from IB_NUM to
BRAGG_NUM }
EGIN FOUND @ STOP @ OR 0 =
WHILE

COUNTER1 @ 9 = IF 0 COUNTER1 ! COUNTER2 @ 1 + COUNTER2
POINTER @ 2 + POINTER ! ELSE COUNTER1 @ 1 + COUNTER1 THEN
COUNTER5 @ 1 - DUP COUNTER5 ! 1 = IF -1 STOP ! THEN
CHECK_BIT
FOUND @ IF

STACK_TOP @ POINTER ! 0 FOUND ! -1 STOP
IB_SP @ IP_SP @ TRANSLATE COUNTER3 @ 0
DO

POINTER @ 4 - POINTER !
POINTER @ @ IB_NUM @ - DUP *
POINTER @ 2 + @ IP_NUM @ - DUP * + MAX_DISTANCE <
IF -1 FOUND ! THEN

LOOP
THEN

REPEAT

FINDLINE
o COUNTER4 0 LEVEL !
{ 800 cells, starting at
ADRES_FL POINTER! 800
{ Search startpoint }
START_ADRESS POINTER! ADRES_FL STACK_TOP
SEARCH_SP
rOUND @ IF

LEVEL_SCAN
{ Add the number of
COUNTER4 @ COUNTER3
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BEGIN EXTRA_LEVEL @ 5 < LEVEL @ PHASE_NUM < AND
WHILE

SEARCH_LEVEL
LEVEL @ 1 + LEVEL
FOUND @ IF

{ A new startpoint is found }
LEVEL_SCAN
COUNTER4 @ COUNTER3 @ + COUNTER4
o EXTRA_LEVEL ! 0 EXTRA_CELLS

ELSE
{ No valid point was found on this level }
{ Search takes place on the next level }
EXTRA_CELLS @ BRAGG_NUM 10 / + EXTRA_CELLS
EXTRA_LEVEL @ 1 + EXTRA_LEVEL !

THEN
REPEAT

ELSE
{ No startpoint is found }
-1 MATR_LEEG !

THEN

{ PRINT_CURVE prints the number of points of one curve and the boundaries
{ on 1 line. Each following line contains the coordinates of maximal?? }
{ 8 points }

PRINT_CURVE
COUNTER4 @ 0 IF
ELSE

COUNTER4 @ 32 EMIT BOUND_Xl @ . 32 EMIT BOUND_Yl @
32 EMIT BOUND_X2 @ . 32 EMIT BOUND_Y2 @ 0 32 EMIT CR
COUNTER4 @ 0
DO

ADRES_FL I 4 * +DUP @ 0 2 + @ 32 EMIT 0 32 EMIT
I 8 MOD 7 IF CR THEN

LOOP
COUNTER4 @ 8 MOD 0 = IF ELSE CR THEN
CR

THEN

INIT
TEMP SET_TEMP
GAIN SET_GAIN
o WRITE_AO_l_MV
o WRITE_AO_3_MV
o CHANNEL !
10000 WAIT

HOW_FAR
II The area that has been scanned
II 0% 50%
II I I

• SPACE SPACE SPACE

sofar (in %) " CR CR
100%

I
II CR
II CR

DATA
-- II CR

" Measurement Data " CR
---------------------------------------------------- " CR

" Temperature
" Gain current
" Bragg range

" SPACE TEMP 10 / 0 SPACE 0" °c " CR
" SPACE GAIN 0 0" rnA " CR
" SPACE IBMIN U 0 0" uA - " IBMAX U 0 "uA"
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:R
" Phase range " SPACE IPMIN U. " uA - " IPMAX U. " uA "

:R
" # Bragg-steps " SPACE BRAGG_NUM CR
" # Phase-steps " SPACE PHASE NUM CR-

;tart of the measurement of the mode boundaries }

;TART_HOP
) MATR_LEEG 0 HOPI_CURVES !
;TART_ADRESS POINTER! BRAGG_NUM 10 I PHASE_NUM * INIT_CELLS
:NIT
:R ." Start Horizontal Modehop Scan " CR
lOW_FAR
lOR_HOP_SCAN
:R
CR ." Start vertical Modehop Scan" CR
HOW_FAR }
VERT_Hap_SCAN }

:R DATA CR CR
lEGIN MATR_LEEG @ 0 =
lHILE

FINDLINE
COUNTER4 @ MIN_NUMBER >
IF

HOPI_CURVES @ 1 + HOPI_CURVES
PRINT_CURVE

THEN
tEPEAT
:R ." Er zijn " SPACE HOPI CURVES @ • SPACE
" modehop lines gevonden. " CR

;tart of the measurement of equilambda lines }

;TART_EQUI
) MATR_LEEG 0 EQUI_CURVES !
;TART_ADRESS POINTER! BRAGG_NUM 10 I PHASE_NUM * INIT_CELLS
:NIT
:R ." Start EQUI-Scan " CR
lOW_FAR
~QUI_SCAN

:R DATA CR CR
lEGIN MATR_LEEG @ 0
lHILE

FINDLINE
COUNTER4 @ MIN_NUMBER >
IF

EQUI_CURVES @ 1 + EQUI_CURVES
PRINT_CURVE

THEN
tEPEAT
:R ." Er zlJn " SPACE EQUI_CURVES @ • SPACE
" equilambda lines gevonden " CR

lEAD_INT5 detects the IF-power voltage and calculates a new average }
:uning point }

lEAD_INT5
:R IB @ U. SPACE 44 EMIT SPACE READ_AI_4_MV DUP U.
500 >

:F
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AVERAGE 1 @ NUMBER @ NUMBER @ 1 + */ IB @ NUMBER @ 1 + / + AVERAGE1
AVERAGE2 @ NUMBER @ NUMBER @ 1 + */ IP @ NUMBER @ 1 + / + AVERAGE2
NUMBER @ 1 + NUMBER
-1 FOUND

THEN

EXACT measures the exact tuning point for a channel i ( u - . ]
These points are stored in the array EXACT_CHAN_TC. The detected
tunability is stored in the array TUNABILITY )

EXACT
CHANNEL 1
o WRITE_AO_1_MV
o WRITE_AO_3_MV
CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 2 - + @ 1500 - IP
CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 4 - + @ 1500 - IB
IP @ WRITE~AO_1_MV

IB @ WRITE_AO_3_MV
1000 WAIT
o NUMBER ! 0 AVERAGE1 0 AVERAGE2 0 COUNTER6 0 FOUND
BEGIN COUNTER6 @ 120 <
WHILE

IP @ WRITE_AO_1_MV
IB @ WRITE_AO_3_MV
100 WAIT
READ_INT5
IP @ 25 + IP
IB @ 25 + IB
COUNTER6 @ 1 + COUNTER6

REPEAT
FOUND @ -1
IF

AVERAGE1 @ EXACT_CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 4 - + !
AVERAGE2 @ EXACT_CHAN TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 2 - + !
PULSE_WIDTH 10 UM* NUMBER @ 1 - 25 * UM/MOD SWAP DROP 100 *
TUNABILITY CHANNEL @ 1 - 2 * + !
CR II Channel II CHANNEL @ U.
CR II Bragg " AVERAGE1 @ U. SPACE II micro Amp. II

CR II Phase II AVERAGE2 @ U. SPACE II micro Amp. "
CR II Tunability II TUNABILITY CHANNEL @ 1 - 2 * + @ U. SPACE II Mhz/rnA II

ELSE
CR II No channel has been detected ! " CR

THEN

TO is used for channel switching i ( u - . ] )
If the receiver is In-lock, then the frequency difference is calculated )

TO
CHANNEL
o SET_BRAGG
o SET_PHASE
EXACT_CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 4 - + @ IB
EXACT_CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 2 - + @ IP
IP @ SET_PHASE
10 WAIT
IB @ SET_BRAGG
-1 AFC_ON WRITE_DO
o IN_LOCK
BEGIN

READ_DI 16384 AND 16384
IF

-1 IN_LOCK
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CR ." Automatic Frequency control is In-Lock" CR
THEN
-1 IN_LOCK
IN_LOCK @

UNTIL

IN_LOCK @
IF

2350 BRAGG_IN_LOCK! {a BRAGG_IN_LOCK
{ READ_AI_5_MV BRAGG_IN_LOCK ! }

BRAGG_IN_LOCK @ FACTOR * EXACT_CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 4 - + @ 
a < IF -1 NEGATIVE ! ELSE a NEGATIVE ! THEN
BRAGG_IN_LOCK @ FACTOR * EXACT_CHAN_TC CHANNEL @ 4 * 4 - + @ - ABS
TUNABILITY CHANNEL @ 2 * 2 - + @ UM* 1000 UM/MOD SWAP DROP DIFFERENCE
." The frequency difference is .. SPACE
NEGATIVE @ IF ." - .. ELSE ." + .. THEN
DIFFERENCE @ U. SPACE ." Mhz .. CR

THEN



Appendix D Source code file 'Lasercal.pas'



($F+ $M $N 50000,0,655360)

PROGRAM LASERCAL;

( Written by B.L.R. Ver1eisdonk, April - December 1993 )

USES CRT,GRAFIX ,GRAPH;

CONST GAIN
TEMP
BRAGG_NUM
PHASE_NUM
IBMIN
IBMAX
IPMIN
IPMAX
DIM
MAXORDER
MAXVARIANCE
KANALEN
LINE_WIDTH

70;
15;

= 100;
100;
0;
25000;
0;
25000;

= 5;
4 ;
0.05 ;
4;
8;

(rnA)

(Celcius)
(number of Bragg-steps)
(Number of phase-steps)
( A)
( A)
( A)
( A)

(Number of coefficients)
(Maximum order of curve-fit)
(Maximum allowed variance)
(Number of channels)
(Number of points per line in the text-file)

INTEGER;
BOUND_TYPE;
PARRAY;
PARRAY;
LINEPTR;

BOUND_TYPE;
D1AR;
COPTR;

RECORD
BOUND
COEF
NEXT

END;
= STRING [ 10] ;

== ARRAY[1 .. 4] OF REAL;
ARRAY[1 .. 300] OF REAL;
ARRAY[l .. DIM] OF REAL;
ARRAY[l .. DIM,l .. DIM] OF REAL;
ARRAY[l .. DIM] OF INTEGER;
ALINE;
RECORD

COUNTER
BOUND
XX
YY
NEXT

END;
ACO;COPTR

CO

BOUND_TYPE
PARRAY
D1AR
D2AR
D1AI
LINEPTR
LINE

rYPE

TAR IB_MIN,IB_MAX,IP_MIN,IP_MAX,DELTA_IB,DELTA_IP
DUMMY1,DUMMY2,VARIANTIE,IB1,IP1,IB2,IP2
VISIT1,HOP_LINES,EQUI_LINES
II,JJ,ORDER,NUM_HOP1,FIRST_LET,CHANNEL
VISIT2,COEF_HOP1,COEF_EQUI
FFF
LETTER,CHOICE1,CHOICE2,CHOICE3,CHOICE4,CHOICE5
NUM_EQUI
IB3,IP3
COMMAND,DUMMY3,LASER,FILE1,FILE2

REAL;
REAL;
LINEPTR;
INTEGER;
COPTR;
TEXT;
CHAR;
D1AI;
D1AR;
STRING;

'ROCEDURE LUDEC(VAR
TAR I,K,K1,PK
), R, S
T

A:D2AR;N:INTEGER;VAR
INTEGER;
REAL;
D1AR;

P:D1AI);

MATTAM(L,U,I,J:INTEGER;VAR A,B:D2AR) :REAL;
: INTEGER;
:REAL;

'UNCTION
TAR K

S

lEGIN
S:=O.O;
FOR K:==L TO U DO S:=A[I,K]*B[J,K]+S;



MATTAM:=S;
END;

FUNCTION MATMAT(L,U,I,J:INTEGER;VAR A,B:D2AR) :REAL;
VAR K : INTEGER;

S :REAL;
BEGIN

S:=O;
FOR K:=L TO U DO S:=A[I,K]*B[K,J]+S;
MATMAT:=S;

END;

BEGIN
FOR I:=l TO N DO V[I] :=l/SQRT(MATTAM(l,N,I,I,A,A));
0:=1;
FOR K:=l TO N DO

BEGIN
R:=-l; K1:=K-1;
FOR I: =K TO N DO
BEGIN

A[I,K] :=A[I,K]-MATMAT(1,K1,I,K,A,A);
S:=ABS(A[I,K]*V[I]);
IF S>R THEN
BEGIN

R:=S; PK:=I;
END;

END;
P[K] :=PK;
V[PK] :=V[K];
S:=A[PK,K] ;
D:=S*D;
IF PK<>K THEN
BEGIN

FOR I: =1 TO K DO
BEGIN

R:=A[K,I]; A[K,I] :=A[PK,I]; A[PK,I] :=-R;
END;
FOR I:=K+1 TO N DO
BEGIN

R:=A[K,I];
A[K,I] :=(A[PK,I]-MATMAT(1,K1,K,I,A,A))/S;
A[PK,I] :=-R;

END;
END
ELSE FOR I:=K+1 TO N DO A[K,I] :=(A[K,I]-MATMAT(1,K1,K,I,A,A))/S;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE SOL(VAR A:D2AR;VAR B:D1AR;N:INTEGER;VAR P:D1AI);

VAR K,PK
R

INTEGER;
REAL;

FUNCTION MATVEC(L,U,I:INTEGER; VAR A:D2AR;VAR B:D1AR) :REAL;

VAR K : INTEGER;
o :REAL;

BEGIN
0:=0.0;
FOR K:=L TO U DO D:=A[I,K]*B[K]+D;MATVEC:=D;

END;

BEGIN
FOR K:=l TO N DO
BEGIN



FOR K:=l TO L-l DO AM[L,K] :=AM[K,L]j
( L-U decomposition )
( Solve set of linear equatations )

R:=B[K] i PK:=P[K] i

B[K] :=(B[PK]-MATVEC(l,K-l,K,A,B))/A[K,K]i
IF PK<>K THEN B[PK] :=-Ri

ENDi
FOR K:=N DOWNTO 1 DO B[K] :=B[K]-MATVEC(K+l,N,K,A,B)i

mDi

)ROCEDURE LSQFIT(X,Y:PARRAYjNT,NN,N:INTEGERiVAR BV:D1AR)i

: A curve is fitted by a polynomial of degree N, Y=BV[1]+BV[2] *X+BV[3] *X*X+ ... )

TAR K, L, M : INTEGERi
AM : D2ARi
PH : D1AIj
C,D,E,F : REALi

mGIN
FOR K:=l TO N DO
BEGIN

BV [K] : =0 i

FOR L:=l TO N DO AM[K,L] :=Oi
ENDi
FOR M:=NT TO NN DO
BEGIN

C:=X[M]i D:=Y[M]i E:=lj
FOR K:=l TO N DO
BEGIN

F:=Ei BV[K] :=BV[K]+Di D:=D*Cj
FOR L:=l TO K DO
BEGIN

AM[L,K] :=AM[L,K]+Fi
F:=F*Ci

(WRITELN(K,' ',L,' ',AM[L,K])j)
ENDi
E:=E*Cj

ENDi
ENDi
FOR L:=l TO N DO
LUDEC(AM,N, PH) i

SOL(AM,BV,N,PH)i
:NDj

'ROCEDURE INIT_SCREENi

"AR GRDRIVER,GRMODE,ERRCODE:INTEGERi

;EGIN
GRDRIVER:=DETECTi grmode:=VGAhii
INITGRAPH(GRDRIVER,grmode, 'c:\TP\BGI\')i
WRITELN(ERRCODE)j
ERRCODE:=GRAPHRESULTi

NDi

ROCEDURE READ_DATA(VAR YYY:STRINGiVAR XXX:LINEPTR) j

Data representing the mode boundaries are read from file YYY and are )
stored in the linked list XXX )

EGIN
ASSIGN (FFF, YYY) i

RESET (FFF) i

VISIT1:=XXXi
VISIT1A.NEXT:=NILj
REPEAT

READ(FFF,VISIT1A.COUNTER)i



FOR 11:=1 TO 2 DO
BEGIN

READ(FFF,DUMMY1)i READ(FFF,DUMMY2)i
VISI~lA.BOUND[2*II-l] :=(IBMIN+DUMMY1*DELTA_IB)/lOOO;
VISIT1 A.BOUND[2*II] :=(IPMIN+DUMMY2*DELTA_IP)/lOOO;

END;
READLN (FFF) ;
FOR 11:=1 TO VISIT1A.COUNTER DO

BEGIN
READ(FFF,DUMMY1); READ(FFF,DUMMY2)
VISIT1A.XX[II] :=(IBMIN+DUMMY1*DELTA_IB)/lOOO;
VISIT1A.YY[II] :=(IPMIN+DUMMY2*DELTA_IP)/lOOO;
IF (II MOD LINE_WIDTH)=O THEN READLN(FFF);

END;
IF (VISIT1A.COUNTER MOD LINE_WIDTH)<>O THEN READLN(FFF);
READLN (FFF) ;
IF NOT EOF(FFF) THEN
BEGIN

NEW(VISIT1A.NEXT);
VISIT1:=VISIT1A.NEXT;
VISIT1A.NEXT:=NIL;

END;
UNTIL EOF(FFF)
CLOSE (FFF) ;

END;

FUNCTION FX(X:REAL;CC:D1AR) :REAL;

{ FX is the value of a function, represented by coefficients CC[T],at point X }

VAR F:REAL;
T: INTEGER;

BEGIN
F:=O;
FOR T:=DIM DOWNTO 1 DO F:=F*X+CC[T];
FX:=F;

END;

FUNCTION VARIANCE (RR:LINEPTR;SS:COPTR) :REAL;

{ VARIANCE is the mean square error belonging to a certain curvefit }

VAR J: INTEGER;
BEGIN

DUMMY1:=O;
FOR J:=l TO RRA.COUNTER DO
BEGIN

DUMMY1:=DUMMY1+SQR(RRA.YY[J]-FX(RRA.XX[J],SSA.COEF));
END;
VARIANCE:=DUMMY1/RRA.COUNTER;

END; .

PROCEDURE DRAW_AXES;

{ DRAW_AXES plots axes, scale and labels on screen/paper}

BEGIN
IP(50,50,450,450) ;
IPP('lOOO,lOOO,7500,7500') ;
SC(IBMIN/1000,IBMAX/1000,IPMIN/1000,IPMAX/1000);
XLABEL('Bragg Current (rnA) ');

FXD (3 , °,1) ;
LXAXIS(IPMIN/1000,5,1,1,O.2,IBMIN/1000,IBMAX/1000,O,1,30);
YLABEL('Phase Current (rnA) ');

FYD (3 , °,1) ;



LYAXIS(IBMIN/1000,5,l,l,O.2,IPMIN/1000,IPMAX/1000,O,l,30) i

ENDi

PROCEDURE DRAW_POINTS(XXX:LINEPTR);

{ Every point of the lines inside file XXX are plotted on screen/paper }

BEGIN
VISIT1:=XXX;
REPEAT

FOR 11:=1 TO VISIT1A.COUNTER DO
BEGIN

SCALE(VISIT1A.XX[II],VISIT1A.YY[II]);
PUTPIXEL(XSCR,YSCR,ll)i
COMMAND: =' PU' ;
BLDSTR(COMMAND,VISIT1A.XX[II],VISIT1A.YY[II]);
PLT (COM) i

PLT ( , PD') ;
END;
VISIT1:=VISIT1A.NEXTi

UNTIL VISIT1=NILi
ENDi

PROCEDURE DRAW_CURVE(YYY:COPTR);

{ The fitted curves are plotted on screen/paper }

iTAR DX:REAL;

BEGIN
VISIT2:=YYYi
DX:=O.2;
REPEAT

DUMMY1:=VISIT2 A.BOUND[1];
DUMMY2:=FX(DUMMY1,VISIT2 A.COEF);
SCALE(DUMMY1,DUMMY2);
MOVETO(XSCR,YSCR)i
BLDSTR ( , PU' , DUMMY1, DUMMY2) i

PLT (COM) i

PLT ( , PD' ) ;
REPEAT

DUMMY1:=DUMMY1+DXi
DUMMY2:=FX(DUMMY1,VISIT2 A.COEF)i
SCALE(DUMMY1,DUMMY2)i
LINETO(XSCR,YSCR)i
BLDSTR ( , PD' , DUMMY1, DUMMY2) ;
PLT (COM) i

UNTIL (DUMMY1>VISIT2 A.BOUND[3])i
VISIT2:=VISIT2 A.NEXT i

PLT ( , PU' ) i

UNTIL VISIT2=NILi
mDi

)ROCEDURE NUMBER_LINES(YYY:COPTR);

: Each equilambda line receives a lettre starting with 'A' }

lEGIN
SETTEXTJUSTIFY(CENTERTEXT,CENTERTEXT)i
SETTEXTSTYLE(DEFAULTFONT,HORIZDIR,2)i
VISIT2:=YYYi
REPEAT

SCALE(VISIT2 A.BOUND[3],VISIT2 A.BOUND[4]);
OUTTEXTXY(XSCR,YSCR,CHR(FIRST_LET)) i

FIRST_LET: =FIRST_LET+1 i
VISIT2:=VISIT2 A.NEXTi



UNTIL VISIT2=NILi
ENDi

PROCEDURE CURVE_FIT(VAR XXX:LINEPTRiVAR YYY:COPTR)i

A curve 1s fit through the points and the coefficients of each curve are }
stored in seperate records of the linked list YYY }

BEGIN
WRITELNi
REPEAT

ORDER:=Oi
FOR 11:=1 TO DIM DO yyyA.COEF[II] :=Oi
REPEAT

LSQFIT(XXXA.XX,XXXA.YY,l,XXXA.COUNTER,ORDER+1,yyyA.COEF)i

VARIANTIE:=VARIANCE(XXX,YYY)i
ORDER: =ORDER+1 i

UNTIL (ORDER>MAXORDER) OR (VARIANTIE<MAXVARIANCE)i
( WRITE (VARIANTIE: 5: 3, , ') i}

FOR 11:=1 TO 4 DO yyyA.BOUND:=XXXA.BOUNDi
XXX:=XXXA.NEXTi
IF XXX<>NIL THEN
BEGIN

NEW (yyy A.NEXT) i
yyy:=yyyA.NEXTi
YYYA.NEXT:=NILi

ENDi
UNTIL XXX=NILi
WRITELNi

ENDi

{ Wait until a key is pressed. The READ-KEY-BUFFER is emptied}

VAR C:CHARi
BEGIN

REPEAT UNTIL KEYPRESSEDi
C:=READKEYi

ENDi

PROCEDURE FIRST_PAGEi

( Generation of the titlepage

BEGIN
SETPALETTE(l,4)i
SETBKCOLOR(8)i
SETCOLOR (14) i

SETLINESTYLE(O,3,3) i

RECTANGLE(O,O,GETMAXX,GETMAXY)i
SETTEXTJUSTIFY(CENTERTEXT,CENTERTEXT)i
SETTEXTS~YLE(l,HORIZDIR,8)i

OUTTEXTXY(GETMAXX DIV 2 ,GETMAXY DIV 2 - 50, 'LASERCAL') i

SETTEXTSTYLE(l,O,2)i
OUTTEXTXY(320,340,' By B.L.R. Verleisdonk '}i

OUTTEXTXY(320,370,' December 1993 ')i

SETCOLOR ( 10) i

OUTTEXTXY(320,450, '<Press any key>')i

ENDi

{ The most important measurement data are plotted on screen/paper }

BEGIN



SETTEXTJUSTIFY(LEFTTEXT,CENTERTEXT);
SETTEXTSTYLE(2,0,9);

OUTTEXTXY(470, 300, 'Laser :'); OUTTEXTXY(530,300,LASER);
BLDSTR('PU',8500,3000); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+'Laser :'+CHR(3));
BLDSTR('PU',9500,3000); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+LASER+CHR(3));

OUTTEXTXY(470, 325, 'Temp :'); STR(TEMP:2,DUMMY3); OUTTEXTXY(530,325,DUMMY3);
BLDSTR('PU',8500,2500); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+'Temp :'+CHR(3));
BLDSTR('PU',9500,2500); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+DUMMY3+CHR(3));

OUTTEXTXY(470, 350, 'Gain :'); STR(GAIN:2,DUMMY3); OUTTEXTXY(530,350,DUMMY3);
BLDSTR('PU',8500,2000); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+'Gain :'+CHR(3));
BLDSTR('PU' ,9500,2000); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+DUMMY3+CHR(3));

IF (CHOICE5='M') OR (CHOICE5='m') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

OUTTEXTXY(470, 375, 'File1 :'); OUTTEXTXY(530,375,FILE1);
BLDSTR('PU',8500,1500); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+'Fi1e1 :'+CHR(3));
BLDSTR('PU',9500,1500); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+FILE1+CHR(3));

ENDi

IF (CHOICE5='E') OR (CHOICE5='e') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

OUTTEXTXY(470, 400, 'File2 :'); OUTTEXTXY(530,400,FILE2)i
BLDSTR('PU' ,8500,1000); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+'File2 :'+CHR(3));
BLDSTR('PU',9500,1000); PLT(COM); PLT('LB'+FILE2+CHR(3));

END;
END;

BEGIN
CLRSCR; ( START of LASERCAL )
INIT_SCREEN;
FIRST_PAGE;
WAIT_UNTIL_KEY_PRESSED;
RESTORECRTMODE;

( The exact boundaries are determined )

DELTA_IB:=TRUNC((IBMAX-IBMIN)/(BRAGG_NUM-1));
DELTA_IP:=TRUNC((IPMAX-IPMIN)/(PHASE_NUM-1));
IB_MIN:=IBMIN;
IP_MIN:=IPMINi
IB_MAX:=IBMIN+DELTA_IB*(BRAGG_NUM-1);
IP_MAX:=IPMIN+DELTA_IP*(PHASE_NUM-1);

WRITE('Display of Mode boundaries/Equi1ambda lines/Both? <M/E/B> ');
READLN(CHOICE5);
WRITELN;

IF (CHOICE5='M') OR (CHOICE5='m') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

WRITE('Which file contains the mode boundaries? ');
READLN(FILE1);
WRITELN;

END;

IF (CHOICE5='E') OR (CHOICE5='e') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

WRITE('Which file contains the equilambda lines? ')i
READLN(FILE2);
WRITELN;

END;

WRITE('Laser number
READLN(LASER) ;

, ) ;



WRITELNi

IF (CHOICE5='M') OR (CHOICE5='m') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

( Data of Mode Boundaries are stored in the linked list HOP_LINES

NEW (HOP_LINES) i

READ_DATA(FILEl,HOP_LINES)i

The coefficients resulting from curvefitting are stored in the linked }
list COEF_HOPI }

NEW (COEF_HOPI) i

VISIT2~=COEF_HOPIi

VISIT2 A .NEXT:=NILi
VISITI:=HOP_LINESi
CURVE_FIT(VISITI,VISIT2)i

ENDi

IF (CHOICE5='E') OR (CHOICE5='e') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

Data of Equilambda Lines are stored in the linked list EQUI_LINES }

NEW(EQUI_LINES)i
READ_DATA(FILE2,EQUI_LINES)i

The coefficients resulting from curvefitting are stored in the linked }
list COEF_EQUI }

NEW (COEF_EQUI) i

VISIT2:=COEF_EQUIi
VISIT2 A .NEXT:=NILi
VISITI:=EQUI_LINESi
CURVE_FIT(VISITI,VISIT2)i

ENDi

INIT_SCREENi
RESTORECRTMODEi

GRAPHON(SCREEN,BLUE,YELLOW)i

{ Screen Initialisation

Output goes only to the CRT

Axes are drawn

IF (CHOICE5='M') OR (CHOICE5='m') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

VISITI:=HOP_LINESi
DRAW_POINTS(VISITI)i { Points of each mode boundary are drawn}

VISIT2:=COEF_HOPIi
DRAW_CURVE(VISIT2)i

ENDi
( The fitted curve is drawn

The equilambda lines are visualised
in the same way as the mode boundaries

IF (CHOICE5='E') OR (CHOICE5='e') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

VISITI:=EQUI_LINESi
DRAW_POINTS(VISITI)i

VISIT2:=COEF_EQUIi
DRAW_CURVE(VISIT2)i

FIRST_LET:=65i
VISIT2:=COEF_EQUIi
NUMBER_LINES (VISIT2) i

ENDi

{ The equilambda line are numbered



SETTEXTJUSTIFY(RIGHTTEXT,CENTERTEXT) ;
SETTEXTSTYLE(2,O,10);
SETCOLOR(10) ;
OUTTEXTXY(620, GETMAXY-30, '<Press any key>');

WAIT_UNTIL_KEY_PRESSED;
RESTORECRTMODE;

IF (CHOICE5='E') OR (CHOICE5='e') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

For each channel a corresponding equilamda line is selected }

WRITELN;
WRITE('Selection of equilambda lines? <YIN> ');
READLN(CHOICE1) ;
WRITELN;
IF (CHOICE1='Y') OR (CHOICE1='y') THEN
BEGIN

FOR 11:=1 TO KANALEN DO NUM_EQUI[II] :=-1;
REPEAT

WRITE('Wich channel? <1 .. 4> ');
READLN(CHANNEL) ;WRITELN;
WRITE('Select equilambda-line for channel' ,CHANNEL,' <A,B,C,D.> ');
READLN(LETTER) ;WRITELN;
NUM_EQUI[CHANNEL] :=ORD(LETTER)-65;
WRITE('Continue? <YIN> ');
READLN(CHOICE2) ;WRITELN;

UNTIL (CHOICE2='N') OR (CHOICE2='n');
WRITELN;

For each selected equilambda line a tuning point (IB3,IP3) is
calculated which is situated on that line and in the middle of
two mode boundaries }

FOR 11:=1 TO KANALEN DO
BEGIN

IF NUM_EQUI[II]<>-l THEN
BEGIN

VISIT2:=COEF_EQUI;
IF NUM_EQUI[II]>O THEN
BEGIN

JJ:=NUM_EQUI[II];
REPEAT

VISIT2:=VISIT2 A .NEXT;
JJ:=JJ-1;

UNTIL (JJ=O) OR (VISIT2 A .NEXT=NIL);
END;
IB3[II] :=VISIT2 A .BOUND[1]+O.5*(VISIT2 A .BOUND[3]-VISIT2 A .BOUND[1]);
IP3[II] :=FX(IB3[II],VISIT2 A .COEF);

END;
END;

END;
E~;

(
WRITELN;
VISIT2:=COEF_HOP1;
REPEAT

FOR 11:=1 TO KANALEN DO
BEGIN

WRITE(VISIT2 A .COEF[II] :4:2,' ');
END;
VISIT2:=VISIT2 A .NEXT;
WRITELN;



UNTIL VISIT2=NILi
WRITELNi

}

REPEAT
RESTORECRTMODEi
WRITE('Only on Screen or also Plotting or Quit? <S!P!Q> ')i

READLN(CHOICE3)i WRITELNi
IF (CHOICE3<>'Q') AND (CHOICE3<>'q') THEN
BEGIN

IF (CHOICE3='S') OR (CHOICE3='s') THEN GRAPHON(SCREEN,BLUE,YELLOW)
ELSE GRAPHON(SPLOT, BLUE, YELLOW) i

PEN (3) i }

DATA_ON_PLOT;

SETTEXTJUSTIFY(RIGHTTEXT,CENTERTEXT) i

SETTEXTSTYLE(2,O,10) ;
SETCOLOR (10) ;
OUTTEXTXY(620, GETMAXY-30, '<Press any key>');

DRAW_AXES;
IF (CHOICE5='M') OR (CHOICE5='m') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN
(

VISIT1:=HOP_LINES;
DRAW_POINTS(VISIT1);

}

{ PEN (5); }
VISIT2:=COEF_HOP1;
DRAW_CURVE(VISIT2);

{GROEN}

END;
IF (CHOICE5='E') OR (CHOICE5='e') OR (CHOICE5='B') OR (CHOICE5='b') THEN
BEGIN

( VISIT1:=EQUI_LINES;
DRAW_POINTS (VISIT1) ;

}

{ PEN (1); }

VISIT2:=COEF_EQUI;
DRAW_CURVE (VISIT2) ;

IF (CHOICE1='Y') OR (CHOICE1='y') THEN
BEGIN

SETTEXTJUSTIFY(CENTERTEXT,CENTERTEXT) ;
SETTEXTSTYLE(2,O,9) ;
FOR 11:=1 TO KANALEN DO
BEGIN

IF NUM_EQUI[II]<>-l THEN
BEGIN

SCALE(IB3[II],IP3[II]) ;
PUTPIXEL(XSCR,YSCR,50) ;
OUTTEXTXY(XSCR,YSCR,CHR(48+II));
COMMAND: = ' PU' ;
BLDSTR(COMMAND,IB3[II],IP3[II]) ;
PLT(COM);
PLT('LB'+CHR(48+II)+CHR(3)) ;

END;
END;

END;
END;
WAIT_UNTIL_KEY_PRESSED;

END;
UNTIL (CHOICE3='Q') OR (CHOICE3='q');

WRITE('Show Measurement constants & Tuning points? <Y!N> ');



READLN(CHOICE4);WRITELN;
IF (CHOICE4=/Y') OR (CHOICE4=/ y /) THEN
BEGIN

CLRSCR;
WRITELN(/--------------------------------------------- -------------------');
WRITELN(' Data of Laser Characterisation');
WRITELN(/--------------------------------------------- 1);

WRITELN;
WRITE(/Laser number ');
WRITELN(LASER) ;
WRITE(/Laser temperature (lC) ');
WRITELN(TEMP);
WRITE(/Gain current (rnA) ');
WRITELN(GAIN);
WRITE(/Minimum Bragg current (rnA) ');
WRITELN(IBMIN/1000:4:2);
WRITE(/Maximum Bragg current (rnA) ');
WRITELN(IBMAX/1000:4:2) ;
WRITE(/Number of steps ');
WRITELN(BRAGG_NUM);
WRITE('Minimum Phase current (rnA) ');
WRITELN(IPMIN/1000:4:2) ;
WRITE(/Maximum Phase current (rnA) ');
WRITELN(IPMAX/1000:4:2);
WRITE(/Number of steps ');
WRITELN(PHASE_NUM);
IF (CHOICE5=/M / ) OR (CHOICE5=/ m /) OR (CHOICE5='B / ) OR (CHOICE5=/b / ) THEN
BEGIN

WRITE(/File with mode boundaries : ');
WRITELN(FILE1);

END;
IF (CHOICE5=/E / ) OR (CHOICE5=/ e /) OR (CHOICE5=/B / ) OR (CHOICE5=/b / ) THEN
BEGIN

WRITE(/Fi1e with equilambda lines : ');
WRITELN(FILE2);

END;
IF (CHOICE1=/Y/) OR (CHOICE1=/y') THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN;
WRITELN(/--------------------------------------------- -----');
WRITELN(' Preset Currents I );

WRITELN(/---------------------------------------------- ----I);

WRITELN;
FOR 11:=1 TO KANALEN DO
BEGIN

IF NUM_EQUI[II)<>-l THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN(/Channel ',11, ': Bragg Current = I,IB3[II) :4:2 / '
'Phase Current = I,IP3[II):4:2);

END;
END;

END;
WAIT_UNTIL_KEY_PRESSED;
END;

:ND. END of LASERCAL }
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